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INTRODUCTION 

Purposes of Study 

The following document is an environmental overview of a macro
corridor area within which a future water supply pipeline will be 
placed. The project will utilize some Corps of Engineers ( COE) lands 
and will cross streams which the COE regulates. As a result, permits 
will be required which will necessitate information included within this 
and other reports pertaining to the project and potential project 
impacts. The present study has been carried out in order to meet 
appropriate federal and state environmental regulations. It has been 
constructed in a manner which will allow for knowledgeable selection of 
the least environmentally disruptive final construction corridor for the 
proposed water supply project. 

The proposed water supply project will be constructed for City 
Utilities of Springfield ( CU) in order to meet future City of Springfield 
water needs. The following macro-corridor study includes a 20 by 
62. 50 kilometer area involving portions of Polk, Greene, and Dade 
Counties, Missouri (Figure 1). 

Study Format 

The general format of this , study is a description of the 
environmental situation present within the study macro-corridor. 
Emphasis is placed upon environmental factors which could be negatively 
affected by a project such as the proposed water supply pipeline. This 
description is followed by a delineation of impact considerations which 
need to be addressed for potentially threatened environmental 
resources. The macro-corridor study will supply sufficient information 
regarding environmental content to allow selection of at least three ( 3) 
1. 608 km (1 mile) wide alternate corridors within the macro-corridor 
study area. These three corridors will have the potential to contain 
lesser environmentally disruptive variable width corridors which would 
be environmentally appropriate for placement of the final water supply 
pipeline. The least disruptive and cost effective mile-wide corridor will 
be selected at the end point of this study. A final actual variable 
width narrow corridor will be selected by a later phase of the CU Water 
Supply Project studies. The approach of the macro-corridor study is 
upon an understanding of the environment as a singular dynamic entity 
with a long history of change, particularly the change brought about 
by man. To present environmental morphology, dynamics, current 
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condition, and potential impacts from the proposed project actions, 
aspects of the environment which are examined within the ma.::ro
corridor are discussed in a successional order. That is, the first 
elements are geology and climate, which are followed by hydrology and 
terrain which they produce. These, in turn, provide the setting for 
natural floral and fauna! habitats, the next described. These five 
aspects of the environment, in combination with time, produce soils 
which partially define prehistoric aboriginal activity along with early 
historic use of the macro-corridor land. These factors, in combination 
with recent historic use of the area, produce the present cultural 
environmental setting which involve land use, health and human safety, 
and the economy. The relationships between these components of the 
project setting are reciprocal as well as generative in a dynamic 
environment. As such, the order of presentation simply represents a 
logical order for the purposes of discussion. 

Information regarding need for the project and description of 
specific physical attributes of the proposed project actions (i.e. , size of 
pipe, pump stations specifications, etc.) are not addressed by t!Jis 
report. These concerns have been previously addressed and 
information is available in other reports prepared for this and earlier 
phases of the CU . water supply project studies. 

Project Background 

The proposed project has been established as a preferable form of 
water supply for the City of Springfield by earlier phases of the CU 
Water Supply Project studies involving selection of appropriate water 
sources (Burns & McDonnell 1990). Several other water source 
candidates included construction of large reservoirs outside of the 
Springfield area and a water supply pipeline from Table Rock Lake to 
Springfield. On the basis of cost, construction feasibility, 
environmental considerations, public concerns, and other potential 
constraint factors, the Stockton Lake water supply pipeline was 
determined to be the most appropriate water source for the proposed 
water supply project (Burns & McDonnell 1990) '. Following this 
decision, the next phase of studies involved in the CU Water Supply 
Project were initiated. The present study is one component of this 
next phase of the studies. 
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STUDY METHODS 

The study area was defined by the need to construct a water 
supply line from Stockton Lake to Fellows Lake at the City of 
Springfield and a pipeline from Fellows Lake to the Blackmun Water 
Treatment Plant (WTP) site. This results in a general northwest -
southeast direction. The macro-corridor was arbitrarily established 
following determination of probable end-points at Stockton Lake, Fellows 
Lake, and Blackmun WTP site. These points could all be contained 
within a rectangular area of approximately 20 km (12 mi.) by 62 km (40 
mi.) in size. A final larger or smaller appropriate macro-corridor 
could have been established. It is, however, the determination of the 
investigators that the macro-corridor which was selected contained 
sufficient environmental diversity to allow selection of appropriate 
alternate corridors for consideration for the final variable width narrow 
project actions. 

It was the understanding of the investigators that threats to the 
environment would result from construction of a water supply pipeline 
from 36 to 42 inches in diameter, an intake structure at Stockton Lake, 
and .an unknown number of pump stations along the pipeline corridor. 
Final project specifications were not available at this phase of the 
project studies and it was the assumption of this initial study that the 
actual final pipeline project would require somewhere between a 30 and 
60 meter wide corridor for construction and operation requirements with 
pump stations requiring around- one acre each and the intake structure 
at Stockton possibly requiring one or more acres of land for 
construction and operation. Specific land use requirements will be the 
subject of a subsequent phase of the water supply project studies. The 
macro-corridor was evaluated in terms of environmental characteristics 
which might be threatened by construction of a project such as the 
water supply pipeline. These characteristics were inventoried through 
available publications and reports and from consultation with state and 
federal agency personnel involved with environmental concerns. The 
inventory project incorporates placement of specific environmental 
characteristics on maps as well as quantification of these characteristics 
in terms of numbers, amounts, distances, measures of central tendency, 
and/ or proportions. These data were supplied to the planning engineers 
for consideration in selection of three 1.608 km (1 mi.) corridors 
between Stockton Lake and Fellows and between Fellows Lake and 
Blackmun WTP site. 

-4-
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Project Location 

The proposed project will result in a water intake structure at 
Stockton Lake which will remove water from the lake and pass it 
through a 30 to 40 inch diameter buried pipe to Fellows Lake on the 
northeast edge of the City of Springfield. This water will be treated 
and become part of the water supply for Springfield. Eventually, a 
pipeline connection will be constructed between Fellows Lake and the 
Blackmun Water Treatment Plant (WTP) which is located toward the 
southeast edge of Springfield. 

An arbitrarily bounded macro-corridor was established between 
Stockton Lake and Blackmun WTP which includes Fellows Lake by the 
present investigators . The boundaries could have contained more or 
less area and still have been appropriate for a macro-level 
investigation. The broad area included is illustrated in Figure 1 and 
includes a large portion of Greene County and smaller areas of Polk and 
Dade Counties, Missouri. 

Project Schedule 

The present macro-corridor study phase was initiated late 1990. 
Several meetings with CU personnel, other consultants involved in the 
project, Corps of Engineers personnel, Missouri Department of 
Conservation personnel, and Missouri Department of Conservation 
personnel were attended by the present investigators during the first 
half of 1991. Requests for information were made to state and federal 
agencies in reference to environmental concerns associated with the 
macro-corridor area during early 1991. Meetings were held with 
academicians concerned with environmental resources in the project 
area. Information derived from these consultations, literature and 
records review, and data supplied by CU and other consultants 
concerning the project were summarized and mapped where appropriate. 
Late in the summer of 1991 maps were supplied along with 
recommendations regarding environmental concerns to the engineering 
consultants involved in the project. Three mile-wide corridors were 
selected on the basis of the macro-corridor data and information 
supplied by the planning engineers. A report summarizing the macro
corridor data along with the selection and justification of three mile
wide corridors was completed in late 1991 and is included in the present 
document. 
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The environmental characteristics which were inventoried include 
the following items: 

Geology 
Hydrology 
Soils 
Cultural Resources 
Formally Classified Areas 
Vegetation 

Natural Communities 
Climate 
Topography 
Land Use 
Rare and Endangered Species 
Es the tics 

Each characteristic includes variability which is described under the 
specific headings in the following discussions. 

Following delineation of 
impacts were inventoried from 
through consultation · with state 
with environmental concerns. 

the environmental setting, paten tial 
existing records and literature and 

and federal agency personnel familiar 

Throughout tl:e process of data gathering, meetings were held 
which included representatives from federal and state agencies, CU, CU 
consultants, and the present investigators. Information was exchanged 
and catalogued for use in this and later studies which will be necessary 
for the water supply project. 

The present study method should be primarily considered a 
document review procedure that has been enhanced by interview and 
request for information data from state and federal agencies and 
persons knowledgeable about the macro-corridor environmental setting. 
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MACRO-CORRIDOR SETTING 

Introduction 

The macro-corridor study area exhibits a wide variety of 
environmental characteristics which are generally associated with 
divergence exhibited between pastoral plains edge setting and rugged 
Ozark Highland forests. Topography is rolling and elevation ranges 
from around 850' m.s.l. at Stockton Lake to a high point of 1,300' 
between Stockton and Fellows Lake, 1,250' at Fellows Lake, a high point 
of 1,460' between Fellows Lake and Blackmun, and 1,350' m.s.l. at 
Blackmun WTP. Climatic conditions are mid-continental with extremes of 
low and high temperatures during winter arid summer. Streams are 
part of the Osage Prairie Drainage Basin system which generally flow 
toward the north and west in the project area. The project lies within 
the Springfield Plateau. This is a region of periodic geologic uplift. 
The tipping of the original plain-like surface and the resultant deep 
entrenchment of the ancient streambeds has combined with accelerated 
erosion to form the complex Ozarks region. The repeated cycles of 
uplift and erosion have produced a dominance of residuum and colluvium 
based soils although there are small areas that have a loess cap or are 
composed of alluvium. These unconsolidated surficial materials lie in 
thickness between one to forty feet over pinnacled bedrock with 
numerous solution openings which result in extensive karst topography 
regions. Soils tend to thin as topographic contrasts increase, exposing 
the low density cherty residuum and limestone bedding planes. The 
region has been exploited for a wide variety of mineral metal and 
nonmetal commodities although the majority of these activities have 
ceased due to economic constraints. The region remains active in the 
production of limestone and lime-based projects, sand, and gravel and 
is beginning to utilize its asphaltic rock resources for lightweight 
aggregates. 

Geology 

Although the project area is part of the stable mid-continent 
region, there have been at least six episodes of uplift and erosion 
involved in forming the current land surface structure and composition 
of the area. The entire region was once possibly overlain by 
Pennsylvanian age shales, sandstone, and coal beds. The sequences 
have eroded away all but remnants composed of channel sands and filled 
sinks. The surficial geology of the region is now predominantly 
Mississippian age cherty limestone members overlain by unconsolidated 

-7-
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cherty clay residuum. Underlying Devonian age sandstones and shales 
and older Ordovician age dolomites outcrop along the more deeply 
entrenched streams, particularly in the Stockton Lake component of the 
macro-corridor. The Mississippian limestone sequences feature 
extensive karst systems of caverns, solution enlarged bedding planes, 
fractures, and sinks. The region also f ea tu res several minor fault 
structures which have been interpreted to suggest that the next 
geologic episode has already begun (cf. Branson 1944; Bretz 1965). 

The macro-corridor contains some small isolated pockets of coal 
bearing strata. Many of these pockets were exploited in the past. 
Limestone is the most plentiful mineral commodity in the area and is 
exploited from the Burlington - Keokuk Limestone of the Mississippian 
System (Thomson 1986:51) which underlies most of the project area. 
Iron and zinc production were historically exploited around the turn of 
the century but are not important economic factors today (Thomson 
1986:40). The Pearson Creek Mines, located immediately southeast of 
Springfield and near the Blackmun WTP, are possibly the earliest mines 
in southwest Missouri. Some of the mine area is included as part of a 
National Register of Historic Place district ( discussed in the cultural 
resource section below). Beginning in 1844 with peak production 
between 1875 and 1916, over 29,000 tons of zinc and 30,000 tons of lead 
were produced (Thomson 1986). Sands and gravels are recovered 
sporadically from stream deposits in the general area. Clays and shales 
are present but are not economically exploited. Oil exploration was 
carried out in the macro-corridor lands in the 1970's but this resource 
has not been exploited. 

Karst Topography: The successive uplifts and fracturing of the 
deep soluble limestone beds of the Springfield Plateau in combination 
with a climate which has feature plentiful rainfall has produced the 
karst system which exhibits the dominant geologic features in the 
project region. These features are typically buried under deep 
deposits of cherty clay and include pinnacles, cutters, sinkholes, and 
caves. Pinnacles and cutters are irregular subsurface rock filled in 
with residuum. These features would not usually affect waterlines but 
need to be defined where pump station construction is proposed in 
order to stabilize the heavy structure footings. Coring and drilling are 
generally utilized to defined subsurface content. 

Sinkholes ( do lines) : The en tire sou th west region of Missouri is 
underlain in varying degrees by karst structures. There are two major 
concerns associated with this generally unavoidable natural phenomenon. 
One concern is the impact of the project on subterranean ecology which 
is discussed under the headings of hydrology and rare and endangered 
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species and the other is the impact of this environmental factor on the 
project itself through catastrophic sinks or flooding. Sinkholes are a 
result of solution created voids associated with karst topography. 
Rainwater percolates through the soils into fractures and along bedding 
planes in the limestone and solution takes place. Soil then moves 
downward into the enlarged fracture intersections and is washed away 
through subterranean channels (Thomson 1986:56) creating a dome
shaped void that may collapse and thus result in a catastrophic 
sinkhole. The deeper the residuum fill the more catastrophic the 
results. This process can be aggravated where surface waters have 
been averted or impounded and by mechanically induced vibrations over 
prolonged periods of time. Natural earth tremors may also cause 
premature collapse. Construction of the waterline will not result in 
either situation and probability is low that a section of waterline would 
be lost by a catastrophic sink. Siting of a pump station would require 
subsurface testing to make sure the heavier structures would not be 
located in a potential catastrophic sinkhole. If filling of sinkholes is 
considered, care must be taken to maintain a drainage system which 
avoid disrupting the subsurface drainage system (cf. Thomson 1986:56). 
Where a sinkhole is present, problems could occur as a result of 
contamination of subterranean hydrology by chemicals, fuels, and silt 
associated with construction of a · pipeline project. Care would have to 
be taken not to endanger subterranean hydrological systems through 
appropriate planning which would preclude these forms of potential 
disturbance to this aspect of the geologic setting. 

Climate and Weather 

The climate of the study area is generally classified as modified 
continental and characterized by frequent to often rapid changes in_ 
weather conditions particularly during the spring months of the year. 
Summers are warm and humid and winters are moderately cold as a 
result of warm, moist air moving into the area from the Gulf of Mexico 
and cold air moving in from the north out of Canada respectively. 
Lying at the edge of the Great Plains, the study area is a cross-roads 
for lows moving from west to east. 

The warm and humid summers often find July and August 
temperatures exceeding 38 degrees C (100 degrees F) while winters 
often suffer severe low temperatures in the subzero degree F range. 
Average annual temperature ranges around 13 degree C (58 degrees F) 
in the macro-corridor area. The western Ozarks recent historic 
tempera tu res have been averaged as follows : 
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Month Temperature in Degrees F 

January 37 
February 40 
March 47 
April 58 
May 66 
June 75 
July 79 
August 78 
September 71 
October 60 
November 47 
December 39 

Precipitation, including both rain and snow, has an annual 
average of around 40 inches in the general study area. The greatest 
amount of precipitation typically occurs in May and June while the least 
typkally occurs in January and February. Recent precipitation 
averages for the Western Ozarks are summarized by month below: 

Month Precipitation in Inches 

January 2.00 
February 2.25 
March 3 . 10 
April 4.50 
May 5.75 
June 5.35 
July 3.50 
August 3 . 30 
September 4 . 20 
October 3 . 60 
November 2.80 
December 2.20 

Severe weather in the macro-corridor area includes violent 
thunderstorms with high winds as well as tornadoes. The greatest 
average number of thunderstorms occur during the summer (25 to 30) 
followed by spring (16 to 17) (Visher 1954: 168) . Winters generally 
receive one, if any, storms. It is anticipated that fifty to sixty days 
per year will experience one or more thunderstorms (the U.S. averages 
from 5 to 90 such days) (Visher 1954: 167). Violent winds exceeding 60 
mph will occur four or five times per year. Average wind velocity in 
the general area is 10 to 12 mph (Visher 1954: 159). From 1916 to 1958, 
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446 tornadoes were reported in Missouri with an average of ten per 
year (NOAA 1974: 726) . Most of these tornadoes occur during the 
month of April although March, June, and May often experience 
tornadoes. During the 20 year period for 1950 to 1970, tornado paths 
in the general area have been relatively short (15 km/9.5 mi.) with a 
path width of less than· 274 meters (300 yards) (NOAA 1974:726). 

Soils 

The soils in the macro-corridor area are classified as part of the 
Ozark Border soil associations (Allgood and Persinger 1979). Soils in 
the project zone primarily include the Peridge - Wilderness - Goss -
Pembroke Association (Allgood and Persinger 1979). These soils are 
often deep, nearly level to very steep, well drained and moderately well 
drained loamy and cherty upland soils. Peridge is a deep, well drained 
upland soil formed in loess and limestone residuum. Karst topography 
is common in some areas. It has a silt loam surface soil overlying a 
moderately permeable silt loam subsoil. Wilderness is a moderately well 
drained upland soil that formed in cherty limestone residuum and has a 
fragipan. It has a cherty silt loam surface soil overlying a moderately 
permeable cherty silty clay loam subsoil that is overlying a massive 
very cherty fragipan. Goss is a deep well drained soil formed in 
cherty limestone residuum on steep upland slopes. It has a cherty silt 
loam surface soil overlying a moderately permeable very cherty silty 
clay subsoils. Pembroke is a deep, well drained soil on terraces and 
uplands. It has a silt loam surface soil overlying a moderately 
permeable silty clay loam subsoil (Allgood and Persinger 1979: 32). The 
soil association is considered a transitional area between oak-hickory 
forests and bluestem prairies or a supporter of savanna vegetation. A 
typical landscape consists of broad forested areas on steep side slopes 
and small irregular shaped pastures and cultivated fields on ridges and 
in narrow valleys (Allgood and Persinger 1979: 30). About 40% of the 
area is cleared of timber and brush and is cultivated and includes corn, 
soybeans, sorghum, small grain, gass, alfalfa, and other legumes. 
Around 35% of the area is in forest and the remaining 25% is in 
permanent pasture of introduced grasses and legumes (Agricultural 
Bulletin 296 - 1981: 85). 

Other soil associations within the macro-corridor include Needleeye 
- Viraton - Wilderness and Hartville - Aston - Cedargap - Nolin which 
are part of the Ozark region soil associations. These soils make up 
less than 20% of the soils in the macro-corridor study area. A typical 
landscape exhibiting the former association consists of broad forested 
areas on moderately steep to very steep slopes. Small pastures and 
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cultivated fields are on the smoother ridgetops. The soils were 
primarily formed in loess and cherty limes·rnne residuum (Allgood and 
Persinger 1979: 34). The latter association is located in alluvial settings 
and exhibit silt loam surface with silty clay loam subsoils. These soils 
are often utilized for small cultivated fields. 

Project impacts regarding soils basically involve restrictions to 
some prime farmland areas during and following construction and erosion 
associated with project construction. The final proposed project action 
will include around 60 km (42 mi . ) of variable width corridor ranging 
from 30 to over 60m (100 to 200 feet). This will translate into around 
760 acres needed for construction with less area than this needed for 
permanent easement. There would be few restrictions on agricultural 
use of lands following completion of the project. Construction practices 
would have to be carried out in a manner which would preclude erosion 
problems. 

Hydrology 

The study area lies entirely within the Springfield plateau section 
of the Ozark Physiographic province of the Interior Plain physiographic 
division (Fenneman 1938) . The plateau's complex geomorphic history 
has spawned an equally complex hydrologic present. The plateau is 
generally composed of highly permeable residuums over pinnacled 
fracture, Mississippian age limestone members. These features overlie 
Devonian and Ordovician limestones, shales, and sandstone members, 
many of which are excellent aquifers. The area lies within three major 
drainage basins including the Osage Prairie, Osage Highlands, and West 
White basins (Figure 2). Over 90% of the macro-corridor is within the 
Sac watershed of the Osage Prairie drainage basin within less than 5% 
in the Osage Highlands basin and less than 5% in the Pomme de Terre 
watershed of the Osage Highlands and less than 5% in the James 
watershed of the West White basin. The Osage Prairie hydrology drains 
toward the northwest, the Osage Highlands to the northeast, and the 
West White to the south . 
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Streams: Major streams in the project include the Little Sac 
River, North Dry Sac River, Sac River, South Dry Sac River, Piersons 
Creek, King Branch, Turkey Creek, and Maze Creek. These streams 
are generally gaining streams with some exhibiting exposed bedrock 
karst solutions features, sculptured limestone forms, and waterfalls. 
The highest concentration of caves in Greene County is along the South 
Dry Sac River. The area contains several intermittent tributaries of 
the major streams which also include losing and gaining forms. 

Wetlands: The macro-corridor contains few wetlands. The karst 
topography along with the rugged terrain results in few areas which 
allow development of traditional wetlands. Stream valleys are generally 
narrow and stream courses generally fairly straight. This, combined 
with relatively rapid flow in most instances, does not allow for creation 
of meander loops, cut-offs, and other potential slough types of areas. 
Large bodies of water in the area have been created by dams . These 
include Stockton Lake, Fellow Lake, and McDaniel Lake. Other 
varieties of wetlands are discussed iri a subsequent section on Natural 
Communities. 

Springs: There are 22 recorded springs in the macro-corridor 
area. Springs are considered important natural resources and should 
be avoided by projects which might threaten their integrity. Unlike 
streams, springs exhibit themselves in narrowly defined areas. While 
crossing a stream with a pipeline project would not negatively affect the 
stream as long as appropriate construction practices are followed, a 
spring could be completely destroyed by even a small construction 
project. It is assumed that any proposed project action would avoid 
known springs. 

Stream Floodplains: The macro-corridor includes relatively 
narrow floodplain associated with the streams within the project area. 
Federal guidelines define hundred year floodplains undesirable locations 
for above ground construction. A completed buried water pipeline 
project should not negatively affect floodplains. Construction of the 
pipeline could create disturbance to flow, pollution, and siltation. 
These concerns would be addressed by incorporation of appropriate 
construction practices in floodplain settings. 
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Aquifers: Aquifers in the macro-corridor area include Swan Creek 
Sandstone in Cotter Dolomite in Greene County. This member is 
considered polluted (Duley 1983). Jefferson City and Cotter Dolomites 
yields are sufficient for domestic use while Roubidoux Formation 
aquifers are shallow and utilized for farm wells. Gasconade Dolomite, 
Gunter Member is found at depths of 1,100 feet and produces yields of 
up to 600 gallons per minute (gpm) in the Springfield area. The 
Eminence and Potosi Dolomites produce combined yields of more than 
1,000 gpm at depths of 1,200 to 1, 700 feet respectively and are 
sufficient to supply municipal and industrial needs (Duley 1983). 

Water Quality: Water quality in the macro-corridor area varies. 
Total dissolved solids rarely exceed 300 milligrams per liter (mgl) in 
any of the aquifers . present. High permeability and the existence of 
numerous karst structures endanger the water quality of the shallower 
aquifers, particularly near urban and industrial areas. Nitrate 
pollution of shallow aquifers is a serious problem in the denser 
agricultural areas (Duley 1983). The surface water quality of the 
macro-corridor is relatively good with most streams clear and free
flowing and low in dissolved solids. With the exception of the James 
River which tends to receive pollutants from the Springfield urban area 
through Wilsons Creek, concern and attention to the streams has kept 
them relatively free from the major pollutant problems found in other 
areas of the state . 

Losing Streams: Losing or gaming streams are simply streams in 
which there is a direct exchange of surface and ground waters through 
the stream bed which results in a gain or loss over the expected 
discharge considering drainage area rainfall and other factors. Losing 
streams are of the most concern because pollutants entering the 
drainage may find their way into important aquifers through 
underground streams. This is a particularly important concern in the 
area given the karst structures which are present. Karst is type of 
topography which is caused by solution of carbonate rock or gypsum 
and characterized by features such as caves, bedrock pinnacles, losing 
stream segments, sinkholes, and solutionally enlarged joints and 
bedding plains (Duley 1983:73). In recent years the problems 
associated with this topography have been obvious in southern Missouri 
when exfiltration from community sewer systems find their way into 
aquifers. 

Catastrophic Sinks: These karst structures provide a unique and 
very sensitive ecological system which is habitat for a variety of rare 
and endangered species. In addition, many of the caves also provided 
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shelter for prehistoric and early historic people in the area. Many 
caves offer sconic and recreational value as well as commercial value 
from tourism or industrial storage. The extensive karst systems of the 
region in combination with thick deposits of unconsolidated permeable 
residuums set up conditions for catastrophic sinks. As surface waters 
pass through the residual overburdens into solution openings in the 
bedrock, they dissolve or disperse smaller particles, gravels, and 
stones which develop hollow dome-like structures over the openings. 
These dome structures eventually collapse and form a sudden depression 
or hole in the overlying surface. Their sometimes violent occurrences 
can be brought on artificially by heavy loading of the surface, 
vibration over extended periods of time, or by man-made impoundments 
which combine loading with increased solution rates. The size and 
scope of the occurrence is directly related to the depth of residuum. 
In deep residuums the results of such a sink can be quite catastrophic 
in loss of property and contamination of ground waters and 
subterranean ecological systems. 

Floral and Fauna! Ecology and Setting 

Government Land Office (GLO) records indicate that pre-Euro
American settlement vegetation in the study area consisted of a mixture 
of tall prairie grass and oak-hickory forest. The latter occupied stream 
valleys and slopes while the former varied in extent from 25% of Polk 
County, 26% of Greene County, and 49% of Dade County (Schroeder 
1981: 7). The prairies of the western Ozark border were different than 
the prairies found throughout the northern portions of Missouri. These 
western prairies were discrete landscapes located on rolling to level 
uplands. These zones were bordered by wide belts of timbered hills 
along stream valleys of the entrenched Ozark limestones ( Schroeder 
1981: 12). The western border areas were much more specific in terms 
of prairie/timber boundaries than the rest of the state. This was 
evident as early surveyors had no trouble determining when they 
entered prairie and left timber and vice versa ( Schoeder 1981: 12). 
These prairie grasslands were dominated by Big and Little Bluestem 
with Indian Grass, Switch Grass, Prairie Dropseed, June Grass, Purple 
Top, Slough Gra~s, Canada and Virginia Wild Rye, Roundseed panicum, 
wooly panicum few-flowered panic grass, and side-oats grama (Allgood 
and Persinger 1970:61-2). As noted by Henry Rowe Schoolcraft who 
traversed the prairies of Greene County in 1819, these smooth prairies 
were 

... the most extensive, rich and beautiful of any 
which I have ever seen west of the Mississippi River. 
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They are covered by a coarse wild grass, which attains so 
great a height that it completely hides a man on horseback 
in riding through it. The deer and elk abound in this 
quarter, and the buffalo is occasionally seen in droves upon 
the prairies ... (Schoolcraft 1821). 

Schroeder 1981: 12) describes the study area prairie lands as follows: 

Shrubs, brush, hazel, blackjack oak, post oak and 
isolated trees were more common on the rolling prairies, 
forming a kind of prairie transition to hazel and sumac 
brush, which covered several thousand acres of hilly land 
in the Springfield region. Barrens and grassy woodlands 
were mentioned much less frequently than in the Ozarks . 
. . . 'Glades" was the word used in Lawrence and Greene 
counties and southward for a scattered growth of stunted 
trees and brush, with sufficient grass for pasture (Sweet 
and Jordan 1928). 

In Polk and Dallas counties, there wre numerous 'oak 
openings,' grass covered areas with a few large post oak. 
Each spring oak sprouts emerged from the root-filled 
ground only to be killed back each fall by fires (Marbut 
1910). In the James River region, Schoolcraft also noted 
'little prairies of a mile or two in extent ... in the midst of a 
heavy forest' (Schoolcraft 1821). . .. The floodplains of 
larger streams were primarily wooded. . . ( Schroeder 
1981:12). 

The extensive presettlement prairies of Missouri were destroyed 
by overgrazing, plowing, and attempts at fire control (Schroeder 
1981: 20). These destructive processes did not begin in earnest in the 
macro-corridor area until after the Civil War when steel plows were 
utilized to turn the prairies rich soils into agriculturally productive 
areas. Original prairie grasses are known today in Missouri in only a 
few isolated areas. Some of these areas have been designated as 
Natural Areas and are protected. Natural Communities/ Areas in the 
macro-corridor- area discussed in a following section 
Current vegetation patterns in the macro-corridor 
discussed in a later section dealing with land use. 

of this report. 
study area are 
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It has long been recognized that organisms and their environment 
constitute an interactive community with interdependence between plants 
and animals within zones defined by environmental factors including 
climate, hydrology, terrain, and geology. Generally, the project area 
can be looked at on a broad basis in terms of woodland and grassland 
ecological settings. Within these broad categories, several "natural 
communities" have been defined. The macro-corridor contains a wide 
variety of the natural communities which will be described below. 

"Natural Communities" have been defined as an "interrelated 
assemblage of plants and animals found in a given area" (Nelson 
1985 :4). The Natural Communities concept has been developed as one 
means of allowing discussion of plant, animal, and environmental 
interaction and as a method of interpreting presence/absence of 
potential for various plant and animal species within specific physical 
areas which can be defined in the field and in some instances by maps. 
A project such as the present water supply pipeline could inadvertently 
threaten rare and endangered species during construction by destroying 
specific habitat. Where a natural community can be Jefined from 
physical attributes in terms of observable terrain, geology, soils, and 
vegetation, the natural community could be avoided should it have the 
potential to contain rare and endangered plant and animal species. Rare 
and end,angered plant and animal species which they may contain are 
listed but are discussed under a separate heading. The natural 
communities occur within major settings defined as primary, savanna, 
prairie, forest, wetlands, and cave. Each of these major types contain 
a variety of natural communities which are present in the macro
corridor and which are briefly discussed · below within the appropriate 
major heading. There are 117 defined natural communities within the 
macro-corridor area which have been inventoried and evaluated for the 
Missouri DOC. The evaluated natural communities include 57 defined as 
significant, 10 as exceptional, 47 as notable, 8 undetermined, and 45 
have been rejected as natural areas with viable integrity. It should be 
noted that areas rejected as natural communities in some cases retain 
rare and endangered species. The areas have simply been rejected 
because they do not retain any semblance of original integrity. 

Primary: Primary natural communities have thin or absent soil 
and the parent material is at or near the · surface. The communities are 
maintained indefinitely at an early stage of succession by the substrate 
or natural forces. General primary headings include glade, talus, cliff, 
and streambed. Defined natural communities in the macro-corridor 
include limestone glade, dolomite glade, sandstone glade 
limestone/ dolomite talus, sandstone talus, dry limestone/ dolomite cliff, 
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moist limestone/dolomite cliff, dry sandstone cliff ,moist sandstone cliff, 
dry chert cliff, streambed, and gravel wash. 

Glades Glades are rocky barrens dominated by a herbaceous 
flora with sparse woody vegetation. They are topographically located 
on moderate to steep slopes in deeply dissected drainages or hilly to 
mountainous terrain and usually have a southern or western exposure 
(Nelson 1987:99). Soil depth is very shallow and interspersed with 
rock fragments. Glades may have seasonal or permanent spring seeps 
and locally dry-mesic soil conditions. Flora is diverse in glade settings 
while most animals seen on glades are casual visitors from adjacent 
forests although some inhabit glades including brush mouse, 
racerunner, eastern coach whip snake, Flathead snake, rough earth 
snake, western worm snake, Osage _copperhead, and western pigmy 
rattlesnake. Bachman's sparrow and roadrunner are mostly restricted 
to dolomite glades in southwestern Missouri (Nelson 1987: 101). 

Specific glades in the project zone include limestone glades. The 
limestone glade is located on slopes of dissected hills and valleys above 
large streams. Parent material of the shallow soils is Burlington 
limestone interspersed with rock fragments and often dissected by 
horizontal layers of exposed limestone bedrock. Vegetation is mid-grass 
with grasses dominant and sometimes interspersed with calcarious-loving 
plants and prairie species along with stunted trees and shrubs (Nelson 
1987: 102). Federally endangered species include bladder-pod 
(Lesquerella filiformis). There are 41 reported limestone glades in the 
macro-corridor area. 

The macro-corridor includes dolomite glades. These glades are 
located on slopes of dissected hills and knobs. Soils are shallow with 
dolomite parent material. Vegetation is mid-grass with grasses dominant 
with a mixture of calcareous-loving plants and prairie species and 
stunted trees and shrubs. 

Sandstone glades in the macro-corridor are on gentle to 
moderately steep slopes of hills and knobs along escarpments or exposed 
rock formations bordering narrow tributary valleys or canyons. Shallow 
soils are of sandstone parent material. Vegetation is mid
grass/herbaceous with ground cover of grasses and herbs along with 
stunted shrubs and trees and lichen and moss on undisturbed bare rock 
(Nelson 1987: 107). Sandstone glades sometimes contain federally listed 
endangered geocarpon ( Geocarpon minimum) . There are 12 recorded 
sandstone glade natural communities in the macro-corridor. 
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Cliffs Cliffs are steep to vertical exposures of bedrock, loess, 
or unconsolidated sand or gravel usually occurring along bluffs adjacent 
to streams or rivers. Cliffs line the deep tributary valleys, ravines, 
and box canyons of the Ozarks providing a variety of microhabitat 
conditions for distinct plant assemblages or restricted plant species. 
There are six varieties of cliff natural communities in the macro
corridor. 

Dry limestone/dolomite cliff natural community is extremely steep 
to vertical rock exposure along bluffs or dissected hills and plains and 
especially along streams and rivers. Soils are shallow or absent with 
limestone or dolomite parent material. Trees, when present, are 
scattered, limby, gnarled, and stunted. Herbaceous vegetation is 
sparse and usually consists of ferns and vines (Nelson 1987: 115). 
There are two reported limestone cliff natural communities in the macro
corridor. 

Moist limestone/dolomite cliff natural communities in the project 
zone are similar to the dry limestone/dolomite cliff community with the 
exception that they are kept moist or wet for significant periods from 
seepage or shading. 

Dry sandstone cliff natural communities are extremely steep to 
vertical rock exposures and overhangs along bluffs and steep dissected 
hills of escarpments or massive outcrops. Soils are usually absent or 
very shallow. Vegetation may include stunted gnarled trees and some 
herbaceous plants. 

Moist sandstone cliff natural communities are similar to the dry 
communities except that they retain moisture. 

Dry chert cliff natural communities in the macro-corridor study 
zone are extremely steep to vertical rock exposures along bluffs or rock 
ledges in valleys. Soils are usually absent to shallow. The features 
are rapidly drained. Vegetation includes stunted trees and low density 
herbaceous plants along with lichen. 

Talus Talus natural communities include limestone/ dolomite talus 
and sandstone talus in the project macro-corridor . These communities 
are recognized by large masses or piles of fragmented boulders and 
broken rocks that accumulate at the foot of a cliff or steep rocky slope. 
Freezing and thawing of cliff bedrock creates rock fragments that break 
away, rolling downward under the pull of gravity. Generally, little soil 
is present . Vegetation is sparse with a few stunted trees and mosses. 
Amphibians such as the cave salamander, southern redback salamander, 
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and pickerel frog may be found in limestone/dolomite with four-toed 
salamaI'-.der and wood frog in and near sandstone talus. Plants in 
limestone/dolomite talus include leaf-cup and wild hydrangea while 
sandstone and chert may contain summer grape, marginal shield fern, 
common polypody, poison ivy, yellow honeysuckle, and lichens (Nelson 
1987:128). 

Streambed Streambed natural communities include sandbars and 
gravel washes in streams and river beds where frequent flooding 
constantly changes the soil substrate. The macro-corridor contains 
gavel wash natural communities. These communities occupy small 
streams and rivers of more rugged topography. The substrate consists 
of coarse sand, gravel, or boulders born from adjacent rocky hills. 
Plant communities can be permanently established and consist of small 
trees and shrubs. Animals seen on gravel washes include raccoon, 
Fowlers' toad, fence swift, and six-lined racerunner. 

Savanna Savannas are grasslands interspersed with trees and 
maintained by fire. They are distinguished by a tree canopy cover of 
10 to 50%, the almost complete absence of a shrub layer, and the 
dominance of prairie grasses and herbs. Savannas are generally 
regarded as succession.al transition areas where prairie and forest 
intermingle. Periodic fires, native herbivores, and location conditions 
of topography, bedrock, and soils influence their development (Nelson 
1987: 60). Savanna landscape can be highly variable with tree "islands" 
or widely scattered trees. Savanna natural communities are described 
based on soil moisture and various soil substrates. 
includes five savanna natural community types. 

The project zone 

Mesic savannas are on lower slopes of hilly terrain, and terraces 
of larger streams. Soils are moderately well drained and deep with 
parent material of loess or deeply weathered rock. Vegetation includes 
oak-hickory and mixed hardwoods with understory typically absent. 

Wet-mesic savanna in the macro-corridor area are located on 
floodplains or level uplands and nearly level to gently sloping. Soils 
are somewhat poorly drained and deep with parent material alluvium or 
on hardpan soils. Vegetation includes mixed hardwoods with no 
understory. Ground cover consists of tall or mixed grasses. 

Limestone/ dolomite savanna is located on moderately steep to steep 
upper slopes of hills, ridges, and plains and s t eep slopes and bluffs 
along streams and rivers . Soils are well drained and shallow with 
parent material of limestone or dolomite . Vegetation includes oak or 
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oak-red cedar savanna. Tree canopy is hort to medium and understory 
is usually absent or consist~ng of shrubs, oak grubs, or vines. 

Chert savanna natural communities include gentle to steep slopes 
of ridges and hills as setting. Soils are well drained and shallow with 
parent material of chert. Vegetation is oak with understory usually 
absent or consisting of shrubs and small trees. 

Sandstone savanna natural communities in the macro-corridor area 
are on gentle to steep hills and plains, bluff escarpments, broad 
ridges, and flats. Soils are well drained and very shallow with parent 
material of sandstone. Vegetation is oak with scattered shrub 
understory when present. There are 5 recorded sandstone savanna 
natural communities in the macro-corridor. 

Prairies Prairies are extensive grasslands generally devoid of 
trees and shrubs. Missouri's prairies are part of the vast tallgrass 
prairie that once covered 250,000,000 square miles in the Midwest and 
southwest U.S. (Nelson 1981: 77). Missouri's presettlement pra1r1e 
consisted of 18,484 square miles of prairie grass or around 26% of the 
state (Schroeder 1981). Prairie natural communities in the macro
corridor area include mesic prairie, wet-mesic prairie, wet prairie, dry 
limestone/ dolomite prairie, hardpan prairie, dry-mesic limestone/ dolomite 
prairie, and dry chert praJ.r1e. The upland prairie settings often 
contain badger, coyote, Franklin's ground squirrel, 13-lined ground 
squirrel, plains pocket gopher, prairie site-footed mouse, meadow 
jumping mouse, and prairie meadow mouse. Birds include prairie 
horned lark, greater prairie chicken, northern harrier, dickcissel, 
upland sandpiper, eastern meadowlark, Henslow's sparrow, grasshopper 
sparrow, lark bunting, scissor-tailed flycatcher, and short-eared owl. 
Reptiles include box turtle, six-lined racerunner, western slender glass 
lizard, bluesnake, ringnecked snake, prairie kingsnake, and 
yellow bellied racer. Amphibians include small mouth salamander, 
eastern tiger salamander, western chorus frog, northern crawfish frog, 
and plains leopard frog. Wet prairie natural communities contain 
muskrat, lemming mouse, and western harvest mouse. Birds include 
the American bittern, sora, red-winged blackbird, and sedge wren. 
The massasauga rattlesnake, western fox snake, smooth green snake, 
and Illinois mud turtle are generally restricted to wet prairies (Nelson 
1987: 79). There are two reported prairie natural communities in the 
macro-corridor. 

Upland Forest Upland forest natural communities in the macro-
corridor include dry-mesic forest, mesic forest, xeric limestone/ dolomite 
forest, dry-mesic limestone/dolomite forest (3 reported), mesic 
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limestone/ dolomite forest, dry chert forest, dry-mesic chert forest, 
xeric sandstone forest, dry sandstone foref't 2 reported), dry-mesic 
sandstone forest (2 reported), and mesic sandstone forest. Xeric 
forests occur over bedrock on thin soils which results in stunted trees 
poorly developed ground cover. Animals in xeric forests include six
lined racerunner, eastern coach whip snake, pine warbler, redeyed 
vireo, and golden-crowned kinglet. Dry-mesic forests are the most 
wide-spread type in Missouri and the project area. The tree canopy is 
60 to 90 feet high with a well developed understory of shade-tolerant 
shrubs and trees. Oak and hickory are the predominant tree types 
with understory including dogwood, red mulberry, and redbud. 
Animals in the dry-mesic upland forests include black bear, cougar, 
bobcat, gray fox, whitetail deer, raccoon, opossum, eastern gray 
squirrel, eastern fox squirrel, southern flying squirrel, eastern 
chipmunk, silver-haired bat, red bat, hoary bat, evening bat, pine 
mouse, and woodland white-footed mouse (Nelson 1987:16). Birds 
include wild turkey, screech owl, pileated woodpecker, summer tanager, 
ovenbird, American reds tar, yellow-throated warbler, parula warbler, 
black-and-white warbler, red-eyed vireo, whit e breasted nuthatch, 
tufted titmouse, hairy woodpecker, downy woodpecker, red-bellied 
woodpecker, and broad-winged hawk. Reptiles and amphibians include 
American toad, spotted salamander, box turtle, ground skink, 
broadheaded skink, northern fence lizard, Osage copperhead, hognose 
snake, and timber rattler. Mesic forest is the richest, most well 
developed structurally of the upland forest natural communities with 
trees reaching 90 to 140 feet. The canopy is dense and closed with a 
well-developed shade-tolerant understory. Trees generally include 
sugar maple, northern red oak, white oak, and basswood. Animals in 
the mesic forests include those listed for the dry-mesic forests as well 
as short-tailed shrew, whip-poor-will, eastern wood pewee, blue-gray 
gnatchatcher, wood thrush, Kentucky warbler, central newt, slimy 
salamander, northern spring peeper, eastern gray treefrog, western 
worm snake, northern red belly snake, and five-lined skink (Nelson 
1987: 17). Federally endangered species in upland forests include 
bladder pod ( Lesquerella filiformis) in dry limestone/ dolomite forest 
natural community. 

Bottomland Forests Bottom land forest natural communities in 
the macro-corridor include dry-mesic bottomland forest (5 reported), 
mesic bottomland forest ( 2 reported) , wet-mesic bottornland forest, and 
wet bottornland forest. Dry-mesic and mesic bottomland forests natural 
communities are most distinct in the Ozark and Ozark Border regions. 
The dry-mesic bottomland forest is restricted to narrow valleys of high
gradient Ozark streams and trees include white oak, northern red oak, 
black walnut, sycamore, flowering dogwood, and leatherwood. Mesic 
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bottomland forest typically occurs on floodplains of larger Ozark 
streams. Trees present typically include sugar maple, bitternut 
hickory, hack berry, and white oak. Understory trees and shrubs may 
include pawpaw, st. John's-wort, spicebush, blue beech, and ninebark. 
Mammals of bottomland forests include black bear, cougar, raccoon, 
opossum, flying squirrel, beaver, and muskrat. Large numbers of bird 
species inhabit these natural communities along with amphibians and 
reptiles including marbled salamander, mole salamander, Fowler's toad, 
Cape's gray treefrog, and southern leopard frog. The black rat snake, 
midland brown snake, western ribbon snake, and eastern garter snake 
are widely distributed in these areas in Missouri (Nelson 1987:49). 

Flatwoods Flatwoods are distinguished by an impermeable or 
slowly permeable subsoil hardpan layer on relatively poorly drained 
level land (1 reported). Flatwoods were associated with savannas which 
have mostly been converted to pasture or cropland. The natural 
community is located on nearly level ground on upland plains, 
floodplains, terraces, and sinkhole basins. Vegetation includes oak 
with poorly developed understory. 

Wetlands These natural community forms include marshes, 
ponds, fens, acid seeps, swamp, pond swamp, shrub swamp, and pond 
shrub swamp. These natural communities are transitional between 
terrestrial and aquatic natural communities. Their most distinguishable 
feature is that the soil or substrate is at least periodically saturated 
with or covered by water, and water-loving plants are dominant. Both 
plants and animals are adapted for life in water or in saturated soils. 

Marshes are lowlying wetlands dominated by herbaceous plants. 
they usually occur in floodplains, depressions in prairies, or sinkhole 
basins. Freshwater marshes contain common cattail, river bulrush, 
bulrush, soft rush, reed, and sedges. Animals of marshes include the 
muskrat, mink, American bittern, least bittern, blue-winged teal, king
rail, common gallinule, red-winged blackbird, marsh wren, bullfrog, 
Blanding's turtle, western painted turtle, ribbon snake, and common 
watersnake. Natural pond marshes often occur in sinkholes. Pond 
marshes are important breeding sites for amphibians including the 
spotted salamander, marbled salamander, central newt, chorus frog, and 
spring peeper. Fens are created by ground water seepage and 
typically is distinguished by the presence of calcareous ground water 
with the source of flow typically forming ooze areas and spring 
rivulets. Bedrock is near or at the surface. This fen type is the most 
widely distributed in the Ozarks and occupies steep narrow valley 
slopes, ravines, bases of bluffs, rock ledges, glades, or rocky 
terraces. Tussock-forming sedges and grasses are dominate (Nelson 
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1987:45). Acid seep natural communities occupy the base of gentle to 
moderately steep slopes in valleys, canyons, and contact zones between 
lower slopes of hills and alluvial plains. Soils depth is shallow to deep. 
Vegetation includes mixed herbaceous shrubs with mixed herbs, sedges, 
ferns, and mosses making ground cover (Nelson 1987: 154). Swamps 
including pond swamp, shrub swamp, pond shrub swamp and swamp are 
natural community wetlands dominated by trees or shrubs. Soils are 
nearly always saturated by semipermanent or permanent water. Swamps 
are typically associated with river systems, lowlands, and sinkholes. 
The typical swamp natural community is a forested semipermanent or 
permanent area of water containing buttonbush, swamp river, or 
Virginia willow shrubs. Swamp-inhabiting animals include the muskrat, 
swamp rabbit, mink, and beaver. Characteristic birds are the yellow
crowned night heron, prothonotary warbler, tree ,swallow, wood duck, 
and hooded merganser. Amphibians and reptiles include the mole 
salamander, three-toed amphiuma, Blanchard's cricket frog, Copes' gray 
treefrog, bronze frog, bullfrog, southern leopard frog, alligator 
snapping turtle, Mississippi mud turtle, southern painted turtle, 
western mud turtle, broad-banded water snake, and yellow-bellied water 
snake. 

Cave Caves in the macro-corridor include effluent cave, influent 
cave, wet pit cave, dry pit cave and dry cave. An effluent cave 
natural community implies that a semipermanent or permanent stream 
flows out from the cave entrance. Water generally comes from 
infiltration of rainwater. Most major bat caves are effluent cave natural 
communities. Gray bat and Indiana bat communities are found in these 
natural communities. Influent cave natural communities are 
characterized by a semipermanent or permanent water flow that enters 
the cave through a swallow hole entrance. As opposed to effluent 
caves where organic materials are flushed out, influent caves receive 
organic materials from the outside which become important components of 
the food chain. Gray bats are sometimes present in the influent cave 
natural community. Pit caves have vertical entrances often associated 
with a sinkhole feature. Wet pit caves contain permanent water 
occurring as subterranean streams or lakes. The blind cave crayfish 
and blind cavefish are associated with this natural community. Dry pit 
cave natural communities is a sinkhole . shaft or open joint fissure 
descending to relatively dry cave floors. Many such caves create traps 
that animals accidently all into and die of starvation. These caves are 
sometimes important paleontological repositories. Dry cave natural 
communities contain no significant subsurface water and the cave 
passageway is elevated high enough above the water table that the cave 
floor is usually never water saturated. It is common that several of the 
cave natural communities occur within the same cave systeII?-· 
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Inventory of Natural Communities in Macro-Corridor: Natural 
communities are in the process of being inventoried through state and 
federal agencies. The macro-corridor area has been inventoried as a 
result of these ongoing studies. Utilizing aerial photography and field 
investigations; potential natural areas have been mapped and in some 
instances evaluated in terms of priorities regarding potential importance 
of the natural communities. The methodological procedures vary and 
the inventory cannot be considered to be complete at this time 
(Bicknese 1989; Currier 1989). Importance primarily reflects integrity of 
the natural community based on potential to retain aspects of its pre
historic situation. 

Rare and Endangered Species 

Federally listed endangered fauna! species which have been 
reported from the macro-corridor include the Gray Bat which utilizes 
caves in the area during the summer and winter and the Indiana Bat 
which hibernates in the area caves and utilizes riparian habitat during 
other seasons of the year. Endangered birds include the Peregrine 
Falcon that migrates through the area in open country along rivers and 
lakes and the Bald Eagle which is a winter resident in the general area 
as well as a migrant during other times of the year. Listed fish 
include the Ozark Cavefish and the Niangua Darter. Endangered 
species which have not been reported but may be present include the 
Oklahoma Salamander that lives gravelly aquatic settings. Federally 
listed and reported endangered plants in the macro-corridor include 
Geocarpon minimum and Lesquerella filiformis. Both inhabit sandstone or 
limestone glades. Platanthera praeclara may be present but has not been 
mapped. With the exception of the transients, potential presence of 
these species may be inferred from natural community data associated 
with the macro-corridor environment as described above. Within the 
macro-corridor, one Ozark Cavefish site, one Niangua Darter site, 1 
Gray Bat site, 11 Geocarpon minimum sites, and 34 Lesquerella filif ormis 
sites observed and reported. State listed species are included in the 
following table. 

Cultural Resources 

The cultural sequence for the general macro-corridor area has 
been defined as including the following traditions: 
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Table 1. 
Probable Threatened and Endangered Floral Species in the Project Area 

Species Common Name Status* Habitat 

Tradescantia 
ozarkana 

Barbula 
bescherellei 

Grimmia 
teretinervis 

Orthotrichum 
diaphanum 

Carex gracillima 

Carex scabrata 
Delphinium 

exaltatum 
Clematis viorna 
Ludwigia natans 
Penstemon cobaea 
Castelleja purp. 

purpurea 
Aster dumosus 
Prenanthes 
Platanthera 

praeclara 
Xyris torta 
Liatris mucronata 
Lesquerella 

filiformis 

Spiderwort 

Moss 

Moss 

Moss 

Graceful Sedge 

Rough Sedge 
Tall Larkspur 

SU 

E 

E 

E 

EXT 

EXT 
E 

Leather Flower R 
Evening Primrose E 
Purple Beard T. E 
Purple Painted EXT 
Cup 
Aster R 

EXT 
T 

Aster family 
Western Prairie 
Fringed Orchid 
Yellow-eyed Grass E 
Blazing Star R 
Bladder-pod LE 

Geocarpon minimum Geocarpon LE 
Mimulus glabratus Monkey Flower E 
Sphagnum recurvum Moss E 
Viburnum lentago Nannyberry E 
Silene regia Royal Catchfly C2 

* 
LE = Federally listed Endangered 
LT = Federal Listed Threatened 
C2 = Federal Candidate for Threatened 

Wooded slopes & 

moist limestone 
Limestone, creeks 

Limestone rocks 

Trees, stone walls 

Low woods along 
streams 

Steep north-west slopes 

Rocky woods, bluffs 

Limestone glades 
Rocky open ground 

Wet meadows 
Wet Prairies 
Tallgrass prairie 

Limestone glades 
Limestone glades 

Sandstone glades 
Springs, wet ledges 

R = State listed Rare 
E = State listed Endangered 
SU = Status Undetermined 
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Table 2. 
Probable Threatened and Endangered Fauna! Species in the Project Area 

Species Common Name 

Cambarus setosus Bristly Cave 
Crayfish 

Amblyopsis rosae Ozark Cavefish 
Accipiter cooperii Cooper's Hawk 

Status* 

SU 

LT 
E 

Habitat 

Subterranean waters 

Cave systems 
Small nesting pop. 
in Ozarks 

Accipiter striatus Sharp-shinned Hawk E Small breeding pop. 
Bottomland forest Bu tea linea tus Red-sholdered Hawk R 

Botaurus lentig. 
Circus cyaneus 
Egretta thula 
Falco peregrinus 

Haliaeetus leu. 
Ictinia mississ. 

American Bittern 
Marsh Hawk 
Snowy Egret 
Peregrine Falcon 

Bald Eagle 
Mississippi Kite 

Pandion haliaetus Osprey 
Phalacrocorax a. Double Crested 

Cormorant 
Tyto alba Common Barn Owl 

Lepus calif ornicus Black-tailed Jack-
Lasiurus cinereus 
Mustela frenata 
Myotis grisescens 
Myotis sodalis 

Hoary Bat 
Long-tailed Weasel 
Gray Bat 
Indiana Bat 

Myotis leibii Small-footed Bat 
Spilogale putorius Eastern Spotted 

Sku.nk 
Sorex longirostris SE Shrew 
Ursus americanus Black Bear 
Zapus hudsonius Meadow Jumping 

Mouse 
Peromyscus a. Texas Mouse 

* 
LE = Federal Endangered 
LT = Federal Threatened 

E 
E 
E 
LE 

LE 
R 

E 
E 

E 

R 
SU 
R 
LE 
LE 

R 
SU 

SU 
R 
SU 

SU 

Prairie. Nesting 
Migrant 
Migrant. Open country 
along water 
Winter resident. Migrant 
Brushlands near water. 
Migrant 
Migrant near water 
Winter migrants. Rivers 

Nesting Area 

Open pastures . 

Woodlands. Old fields 
Caves in sum., winter 
Caves in winter, 
riparian in summer 
Caves, tunnels 

Secretive, forests 

E = State Endangered 
R = State Rare 
SU = State Status Unknown 
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12000 to 8000 B. C. 
8000 to 7000 B . C . 
7000 to 5000 B. C. 
5000 to 3000 B. C. 
3000 to 1000 B . C . 
1000 to 500 B.C. 
500 B.C. to A.D. 400 
A . D. 400. to 900 
A . D . 900 to 1500 

(cf. Chapman 1975; 1980; Weichman and Weston 1986). 

This hypothesized cultural sequence has been primarily drawn 
from the data recovered through archaeological investigations at 
Stockton Reservoir (Wood and McMillan 1976) and cultural resource 
management studies which have been carried out for federally regulated 
project in the area. The traditions possibly represented in the macro
corridor are briefly described below. 

Paleo-Indian: The Paleo-Indian period has been traditionally 
identified with big-game hunting and is based on associations of extinct 
Pleistocene mammals and fluted lanceolate projectile points in the 
Midwest. In the southwest region of Missouri, evidence of Paleo-Indian 
occupation is sparse with only a few fluted points reported ( Chapman 
1975: 67). The fluted forms which have been recovered in southwest 
Missouri have been associated with the West White drainage basin to the 
south. Materials defined as Paleo-Indian were recovered areas adjacent 
to the main streams and from old high terraces in the West White basin 
( Chapman 1975: 71) . Two general types of Paleo- Indian sites have been 
recognized and include temporary camp sites and kill sites. 

Dalton/Early Archaic: The Dalton period has been defined as a 
transition between Paleo- Indian and Archaic in Missouri. The major 
indicator of the Dalton period in southwestern Missouri is the Dalton 
Serrated projectile point. The Early Archaic, usually determined from 
presence of Rice complex materials, is basically a period similar to the 
Dalton and probably not in need of differentiation from Dalton in this 
area. During this period, means of subsistence became more 
diversified. Presumably, decline in large game and increasing reliance 
upon a greater variety of ecological niches resulted in less nomadic 
settlement pattern and increased div ersity in technology. The 
settlement - subsistence pattern reflects what is called foraging as 
opposed to the hunting - gathering patterns exhibited by the Paleo
Indian period ( Phillips and Brown 1983) . 
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Archaic: The Archaic periods are a continuation and expansion 
of the forager tradition begun in the Dalton/Early Archaic. A drying 
climate forced greater reliance upon collecting floral species and small 
fauna as opposed to wet cool environmental subsistence species. Sites 
continued to be relatively small, exhibiting semi-nomadic or seasonal 
occupation with no specific topographic location associated ( Chapman 
1975) . The tool kit continued to expand, depending upon the 
extraction activity in the specific ecological niche under exploitation. 
Diversity in tool types developed and expanded through the Archaic. 
Early Archaic materials include Rice Lobed and Graham Cave Notched in 
the area. Jackie Stemmed is considered Middle Archaic and Table Rock 
Stemmed is Late Archaic. The Late Archaic began toward the climax of 
a xenothermic warming trend which reached its height around 2000 B. C. 
(Cleland 1966), with a resultant diminishing of the fauna! forest 
associated food species. The Late Archaic peoples probably had to 
adapt to new ecological niches with a concomitant change in subsistence 
related artifacts. Emphasis was placed upon a method of procurement 
which could effectively exploit various types of resources which would 
have been available in reliable quantities at different periods of the 
year. Late Archaic sites appear to be relatively well represented in the 
general area (Archaeological Survey of Missouri - Greene, Polk, Dade 
Counties 1991). 

Woodland: The . Woodland periods include Early, Middle, and Late 
traditions. The transition from Archaic to Early Woodland, while 
marked by several changes in the cultural - artifactual inventory in 
some areas, is primarily defined by the presence of ceramics and 
increased reliance upon . domesticated plants. Middle Woodland 
occupation is present in the to the southwest of the macro-corridor area 
in the form of the Cooper Complex. The Late Woodland populations 
appear to have expanded in numbers in some areas of Missouri. 
Foraging continued as the major subsistence pattern in some areas while 
domestication of plants became more important in other areas. The bow 
and arrow was introduced during the Late Woodland which allowed for 
expansion of the hunting component of the subsistence pattern. 
Ceramics which have been reported in the general area are generally 
grit tempered with cord ano. plain marking and, along with some clearly 
identified Middle Woodland ceramics, make up the general pottery types 
in the area. 

Mississippian and Historic: Occupation of the general area by 
Mississippian populations appears to have been relatively light although 
some Mississippian triangular and ovate lithic forms and diagnostic shell 
tempered ceramics have been reported in collections from the area 
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( Chapman 1980). The Osage were the first indigenous population that 
the European explorers and later settlers came into contact with in the 
general project region. In 1808, the federal government began to 
purchase the Osage territory in Missouri and completed the buyout of 
all Osage lands in Missouri by 1825 ( Chapman 1946). Other Indian 
·groups briefly stayed in Missouri during Indian relocations in the early 
19th century. Tribes represented included the Delaware, Kickapoo, 
Shawnee, and Cherokee. For a brief period of time, the Kickapoo held 
lands within the macro-corridor area. 

Historic Euro-American: The project area saw the first influx of 
Euro-Americans in the 1820's and 1830's Prior to this time, trappers 
and explorers had been in and near the area. However, the first 
permanent settlements were not developed until the 1820's and early 
1830's . This grew to only to six persons per square mile by 1840. 
The 19th century settlements were generally small and often included a 
mill, church, general store, hotel, blacksmith, a doctor, post office and 
a lawyer or two. Subsistence was based on agriculture. Initially, 
timbered areas were burned and grubbed of stumps and roots and then 
planted. The rich prairie zones had to await the steel plows of the 
later 1800's. Communication and travel were dependent upon wagon and 
horses until the railroads were brought in during the 1860's through 
1880's. Small settlements which were missed by the rail mines quickly 
died or simply picked up and moved to the tracks. The rivers in the 
southwest were also utilized as arteries of travel and movement of 
goods. The Civil War had a major impact on southwestern Missouri. 
The area saw extensive troop movement as well as some of the larger 
battles of the Midwest. The movement of both Confederate and Union 
troops across the area from the early years of the war through 1864 
resulted in devastation of local communities as well as disruption of 
agricultural and livestock production not to mention loss of life and 
mass movement of civilians out of the area. The battle of Wilson's 
Creek took place to the southwest of the p_roject zone. It is probable 
that the macro-corridor lands were included in troop movements both 
toward and away from Wilson's Creek as well as for other war related 
purposes. 

National Register of Historic Place Sites: The National Register 
of Historic Places (NRHP) contains properties which have been 
determined to be significant historic and prehistoric cultural resources 
by state and federal agencies. These properties are given some 
protection through federal and state laws and regulations. Generally, a 
NRHP property which is threatened by a compliance project (federally 
funded and/or regulated) have to be mitigated by avoiding the property 
or sometimes through data recovery as spelled out through agreements 
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between federal and state agencies and the agency or institution 
threatenirg the NRHP property. Excluding the City of Springfield 
whose NRHP properties are not threatened by the proposed project, the 
macro-corridor contains one NRHP district Pearson Creek 
Archaeological District. This district includes 20 known archaeological 
sites exhibiting Early Archaic through Mississippian tradition diagnostics 
as well as historic Delaware occupation. It was also the location of the 
1819 camp of Henry Rowe Schoolcraft and the historic Phelps and 
Pearson Creek mines and two historic cemeteries. 

Archaeological Survey of Missouri (ASM) : The ASM is the 
repository for archaeological site forms for the state of Missouri. All 
archaeological sites are to be reported to this organization by means of 
an ASM site form for designation of a Missouri site number. The 
macro-corridor contains 345 previously reported ASM sites. These 
sites are mostly unidentified prehistoric occupations including lithic 
scatters, 17 rock shelters, and 15 burial cairns/ mounds. Specific 
locations of ASM sites are considered sensitive information and are not 
included on maps in this report. Locations of ASM sites have been 
supplied to the planning engineers as part of the alternate corridor 
selection process which will be described in a subsequent section of this 
report. 

Land Use 

Introduction: Current land use patterns in the macro-corridor 
are best described as rural-agricultural under private ownership with 
relatively small average farm size. Active mineral exploitation takes up 
less than 1% of the study · area land mass and federal, state, and 
municipal/urban lands account form less than 10% of the area. The 
macro-corridor includes . most of the City of Springfield although this 
urban area will probably not be included in any proposed alternate 
corridor routings for the water supply pipeline. Land use in the macro
corridor can be described from a broad perspective by means of the 
following table. Negative land use actions which might impact the 
project include past land fill areas which may contain hazardous waste. 
These areas, when identified, have been included on macro-corridor 
maps for purposes of alternate corridor selection. 

Land Ownership: Total macro-corridor area is estimated to be 
around 296,526 acres or 463 square miles. Approximately 13,200 acres 
is under state or federal ownership while the remainder is in private 
ownership. 
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is under state or federal ownership while the remainder is in private 
ownership. 

Agriculture: The rural macro-corridor setting has primarily been 
utilized for agricultural purposes over the past 100+ years. 
Approximately 50% of the macro-corridor is in cropland or in pasture 
grasses. A great deal of the 30% forested area of the macro-corridor 
is used for livestock grazing. While percentages vary year to year, 
hay generally accounts for 75% of the cropland followed by wheat at 
around 10% and varying smaller percentages of soybeans, corn, and 
sorghum. Pivot irrigation does not appear to be present. 

Woodlands: Around 30% of the macro-corridor is in varying grade 
forest. The woodlands in the macro-corridor mostly privately held and 
generally in · poor condition and poorly stocked (Missouri Forest 
Products Industries 1981; 1990). The predominant forest type in the 
macro-corridor is red oak followed closely by white oak, and white oak 
(Ostrom 1991) . The primary industry associated with timber in the 
macro-corridor area is use of walnut logs for veneer and some hardwood 
sawlogs. Secondary timber industries include operations such as pallet 
and skid production, log homes, gunstocks, boxes and crates, 
furniture, fencing, roof trusses and others (Missouri Forest Products 
Industries 1981; 1990). The 1990 Missouri Products inventory lists only 
three sawmills in the three county study area with only one in Greene 
County and two in Polk County . 

Towns/Urban Areas: The macro-corridor includes most of the 
City of Springfield and twenty-five towns and unincorporated villages. 
Population in the general area has grown between 1980 and 1990 census 
counts and show the City of Springfield increasing from 133,116 in 1980 
to 140,494 in 199?. Outside of Springfield, the towns in the macro
corridor area generally small with the largest populations around 2,000 
to 3,000 and the smaller villages less than 100. With the exception of 
Springfield, the area cannot be considered urban. Most of the towns 
and villages cover very few acres each. The proposed pipeline will be 
routed through rural areas with the exception of the Fellows Lake to 
Blackmun WTP component of the project which will skirt the east edge 
of Springfield and run through developed areas for the most part . The 
urban areas are illustrated in the maps in the appendices of this 
report. 

Mining: As described in the geology section .of the project 
setting, mining in the macro-corridor has been historically important in 
the Fellows Lake to Blackmun WTP corridor component in the form of 
zinc and lead. As a result of major lead discoveries in the Iron 
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cadmium, germanium, gallium, and indium may be important in the 
future. Coal deposits appear to been exploited tn the extent they no 
longer exist in the macro-corridor area. Limestone quarries are present 
throughout the macro-corridor area and makes up the major mineral 
commodity exploited in the area. The thick Keokuk, Burlington, and 
Reed Spring members of the Mississippian System which underlie around 
80% of the region have been and will continue to be exploited for 
dimensional stone, crushed construction aggregate, agricultural and 
industrial lime, and cement (Mineral and Water Resources of Missouri 
Vol. XLIII). Bituminous sandstones and limestones are present at or 
near the surface in scattered deposits throughout the macro-corridor. 
When heated, these materials will bloat or expand and produce a light
weight aggregate with several commercial uses. These deposits have 
received only marginal exploration to date. The resources, however, 
have the potential of becoming a major geologic commodity in the future 
(Searight 1957). 

Other Geologic Commodities: Sand and gravel are produced 
sporadically throughout the region primarily by smail mobile operations 
utilizing accessible stream deposits for short periods of time (DNR: 
Unpublished Mining Records). Oil shale is present in Devonian 
Chattanooga shales in southwest Missouri and contains between 2.5 to- 16 
billion barrels of recoverable oil (Nuelle and Summer 1981). The same 
shale members contain low but significant amounts of uranium which may 
become a future important source of power (Nuelle and Summer 1981). 
Clay is present throughout portions of the macro-corridor area but has 
never been extensively exploited. There do not appear to be any 
appreciable clay operations in the macro-corridor at present. 

Transportation: The macro-corridor has an extensive network of 
generally good county, state, and federal roadways which allow 
relatively easy access to within one mile of almost any point within the 
study area. The generally moderately rolling topography has not been 
an impediment to road construction. The macro-corridor contains 
Interstate 44, U.S. Highways 65 and 60, State Highways 245, 215, 123, 
160, 125, and 13 as well as a number of farm to market roads and 
county gravel roads. Close roadway intervals reflect rural farmstead 
settlement pattern access requirements. There are two municipal 
airports and one private airport in the macro-corridor area. 

Landfills: The macro-corridor contains some known as well as 
probable unknown landfills. Known landfills have been indicated on 
maps in the appendices and will be avoided by the proposed project. 
Unknown landfill areas are difficult to locate. Until recent decades, 
there was little regulation regarding dumping and many rural ravines 
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ended up as informal local area landfills. In some instances, it is 
probable that hazardous waste found its way into these unauthorized. 
landfills. The Missouri Department of Natural Resources/Division of 
Environmental Quality (DNR/DED) maintains a listing of unauthorized 
landfill areas based on a variety of information from observation to 
rumor. 

Formally Classified Areas 

State Parks, Natural Areas, and Wildlife Areas: The macro
corridor contains portions of Stockton State Park. Also present are the 
Missouri Department of Conservation Dry Sac Woods, Rocky Barrens 
Natural History Area, and the Pleasant Hope Wildlife Area. 

Wild and Scenic Rivers: 
within the macro-corridor zone. 

There are no wild and scenic rivers 

Wilderness Areas : 
macro-corridor boundaries. 

There are no Wilderness Areas within the 

National Parks, Battlefields, Monuments, Register of Historic 
Places, Landmarks: The macro-corridor contains one NRHP district -
Pearson . Creek Archaeological District in the Fellows Lake to Blackum 
WTP. There are no National Parks, Battlefields, Monuments, or 
Landmarks in the macro-corridor. 

Nonattainment Areas: There are no Class I or Nonattainment 
Areas crossed or adjacent to the macro-corridor zone (air pollution 
designation). 

Esthetics 

The macro-corridor contains important geologic features and 
natural areas as well as some vistas which could suffer negative esthetic 
impact from .a corridor project such as construction of an intake 
structure at Tunnel Bluff at a high elevation above Stockton Lake. 
The wooded areas through the macro-corridor have been ribboned by 
transmission line projects over the past 80+ years and esthetic effects 
to timber vistas would probably be defined as minimum. 
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Demographic Characteristics 

County Population: The counties included in the macro-corridor 
study area include Green, Polk, and Dade. Population changes over 
the past 30 years are listed below: 

County Total Black Other 

Greene 
1960 126,276 
1970 152,929 988 
1980 185,302 1,009 1,197 
1990 207,949 

Polk 
1960 13,753 
1970 15,415 20 
1980 18,822 33 155 
1990 21,826 

Dade 
1960 7,577 
1970 6,850 31 
1980 7,383 15 55 
1990 7,449 

In general, the population of the area has been increasing at around 
10% per decade. 

Health and Human Safety 

Construction and operation of the proposed water supply project 
should result in little threat to human safety as long as appropriate 
construction codes and construction procedures are implemented. 
Appropriate safeguards regarding accidental fuel and chemical spills will 
have to be followed. Safe project construction procedures and project 
operation will have to be incorporated in CU contracts with construction 
contractors and with post-construction operations. Storm water 
regulations will have to be reviewed and met prior to initiation of 
construction of the proposed project. 
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ENVIRONMENT AL CONCERNS 

Introduct ion 

The previous section of this report briefly outlines environmental 
features and characteristics present within the study macro-corridor. 
The information supplied by the macro-corridor study is included in the 
selection process of three one-mile wide corridors. A subsequent 
phase of the CU Stockton Lake Water Supply Project will select a 
narrow variable width corridor from the alternate mile-wide corridor 
which has been selected as the most appropriate location for the water 
supply pipeline. The proposed pipeline could threaten significant 
contents of the natural and cultural environment within which it will be 
located. The macro-corridor study data collection has been directed 
toward delineating those known and potentially significant aspects of the 
environment which should be considered when siting a routing for the 
proposed project. The following section reviews potential environmental 
constraints or problems which would require consideration in project 
location selection. Modern human activities in the macro-corridor area 
over the past 100+ years have had significant impact on all of the 
various aspects described in the previous section of this report. As a 
result, it is vital that proposed projects constrain actions which could 
further weaken the internal structures of those environments which may 
retain some integrity. 

Projects such as the proposed water supply pipeline have the 
potential to threaten significant environmental resources such as limited 
natural communities containing endangered species and cultural 
resources. There may be threat to land use if significant amounts of 
land are removed from important production or are cut off from 
effective t1tilization such as in cultivated field or mining situations. In 
general, a project such as the proposed pipeline should have little major 
effect upon the environment as long as specific negative impacts such 
as those noted above are avoided. · The following section attempts to 
delineate possible effects from the proposed project actions to those 
areas of environmental concern. Recommendations regarding use of the 
defined environmental situations by the proposed water supply pipeline 
project are included. It is necessary to keep in mind the fact -that the 
goal of this phase of the study is to develop three alternate mile-wide 
corridors within which a final narrow variable width corridor can be 
sited following investigations associated with a subsequent phase of the 
CU Stockton Water Supply Project studies. The present phase goal is 
selection of three least environmentally negative mile-wide corridors 
from known/recorded information. Subsequent phase of the CU 
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Stockton Water Supply Project studies will very probably have to 
incorporate field inve~tigations which would result in more specific 
recommendations concerning potentially significant components of the 
environment and the proposed project actions. 

Topography 

Changes in topography can be created by a project such as the 
proposed water supply pipeline. Of particular concern would be the 
intake structure form at Stockton Lake. Depending upon the type of 
intake structure selected, massive cuts may be required through the 
bluff line above the lake. This would result in potential erosion 
problems, which are dealt with under the heading of soils, and possible 
esthetic concerns. Generally, the pipeline will require burial at 
varying depths and terrain features can be reconstructed to he original 
topography. The moderate to rolling topographic situation within 
which the project will be located should only minimally affect 
topography. 

Geology 

Geologic commodity extraction could be negatively affected by a 
project such as the proposed water supply pipeline by using lands that 
might be appropriate for extraction or placing the line in a manner 
which would effectively cut off a site for extraction purposes. This 
potential constraint might be more appropriate considered under land 
use rather than geology. In terms of potential threat to specific 
resources, the macro-corridor contains potential lead and zinc deposits 
in the Pearson Creek district in the southern portion of the Fellows 
Lake to Blackmun area. While exploited in the past, there are deeper 
significant deposits of lead and zinc as well as other metals which may 
be considered for exploitation in the future. These areas should be 
avoided by the proposed pipeline. Asphaltic rock resources and good 
quality limestone deposits are extensive throughout the macro-corridor 
and cannot be avoided by a pipeline project. The project would, 
however, remove so little of the expansive resource from exploitation, 
the effect would be minimal to the resource. Consideration of current 
and active asphaltic rock and limestone mining/ extraction areas will be 
included in selection of alternate corridors. Active mine/ extraction 
areas will have to be considered on an individual basis and avoided or 
mitigated through negotiation with those involved in the 
mining/extraction. Pump stations will not be located in sinks and 
sinkholes will be avoided by the pipeline wherever possible. 
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Soils 

in the macro-corridor area are mostly Udalfs or Udults which are 
moderately deep and medium to fine textured, cherty, limestone soils 
that are partly covered with a thin mantle of loess. The major 
concerns regarding proposed projects such as the water supply pipeline 
would be in the form of removal of important soils from agricultural 
production and erosion created l:iy project construction and operation. 
Around 90% of the soils in the macro-corridor are defined as having 25 
to 50% prime farmland soils with the remaining 10% exhibiting 50 to 85% 
prime farmland soils. These soil distributions are illustrated in the 
environmental characteristic maps in the appendices of this report. It 
should be noted that prime farmland in Missouri is defined by the 
U.S. G. A. Soil Conservation Service primarily in terms of slope, 
flooding, and presence/ absence of fragipan. Where there is little slope 
and the area is not flooded and fragipan is deep enough to allow 
cultivation, the soil is defined as prime. The actual productivity of the 
soil is not a consideration in the definition of pi~ime farmland. Most of 
the macro-corridor is utilized for pasture, grazing, hay, and some 
cultivated row crops. Following completion of the construction of the 
pipeline project, much of the land utilized for the pipeline will be 
returned to normal agricultural use and will not be taken out of 
production. On the basis of the current mapping of prime farmland, it 
would be impossible not cross these soils and still construct the 
pipeline. The amount of soils which would be removed from agricultural 
use as a result of the construction of the proposed water supply 
pipeline project is minimal and should not be considered a negative 
impact to the environment. Payment for planted crops threatened by 
pipeline construction would be negotiated on an individual landholder 
basis. 

A greater threat to soils resulting from the proposed project 
would be in the form of erosion. Major soils in the macro-corridor 
include Goss, Pembroke, Peridge, and Wilderness with minor alluvial 
associations and some Bolivar soils in the northwest corner of the 
project · zone. Soil type and potential threats from project actions are 
generally defined by the following table. On the basis of descriptions 
from the most recent Greene County soil survey (Hughes 1982), The 
major threat from a project such as the present water pipeline would be 
through erosion in that some soils in the area do not produce effective 
ground cover in sufficient time frames to curtail post-construction 
erosion. Specific mitigative efforts which would include slope 
stabilization through plantings with artificial stabilization matting where 
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out in a timely manner within hydrologically sensitive areas in order to 
limit these potential threats. The karst topography and aFsociated 
subterranean hydrological system result in sensitive environmental 
situations which require control over potential foreign material threat. 
The proposed water pipeline project would address specific problems for 
specific areas which would be defined as threatened when a specific 
narrow variable width final corridor is selected. 

The project drainage includes upper and 
watersheds. The water from the pipeline will come 
reaches and be placed in the upper Sac watershed. 
exchanged from one drainage basin to another. 

Rare and Endangered Fauna & Flora 

lower Sac River 
from the lower Sac 

Water will not be 

Any action which involves removal of vegetation and excavations 
will affect floral and fauna! ecology. Potential effects have been 
prioritized through federal and state listings of rare, threateneci, and 
endangered species. Federally listed rare and endangered species are 
given highest priority in terms of protection priority. Federally 
funded/regulated projects are required to address the project potential 
to adversely affect federally listed rare and endangered species. Where 
it is determined that a project will possibly harm a federally listed 
species, mitigative measures have to initiated. Where these species have 
been actually observed, it is relatively easy to avoid those areas with 
proposed disruptive project actions. The major problem, however, is 
that there have been few intensive inventories of endangered species. 
The actual locations of rare and endangered species are not specifically 
known. For the most part, the location of rare endangered species has 
to rely upon correlative evidence in terms of the environmental 
situations within which the endangered species may occur. To this 
end, the natural community concept incorporated in the setting 
description of this report has been utilized. Where natural community 
environmental characteristics in the form of geological, hydrological, 
vegetation, soils, and setting can be established which has a high 
probability of containing endangered species, the area is identified as a 
.potential setting for endangered species and it is recommended that it 
be avoided by compliance projects. Where it is not feasible to avoid the 
area, additional field investigations would be required which would 
determine whether or not the endangered species is (are) present. 
Where it is determined that endangered species are present, the area 
would be avoided or acceptable mitigative qieasures would be developed 
and submitted to the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for approval prior 
to any construction related actions. The following discussion centers 
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around specific natural communities present within the macro-corridor 
which should be avoided. Since all possible natural communities within 
the macro-corridor have not been identified to date, subsequent CU 
Stockton Water Supply Project studies should include methods and 
procedures for identifying and evaluating natural communities with high 
potential for presence of rare and endangered species which might be 
located within the proposed narrow variable width final project corridor. 

Federally listed rare and endangered species which are generally 
considered more than temporary residents of the macro-corridor include 
Gray Bat, Indiana Bat, Ozark Cave Fish, Niangua Darter, Lesguerella 
filiformis, and Geocarpon minimum. Transient rare and endangered 
species include Bald Eagle and Peregrine Falcon. The transients are 
not threatened in any manner by the proposed project actions. The 
more permanent residents could be threatened by a project of the 
magnitude of the proposed water supply pipeline. These more 
permanent residents occupy natural communities which would have to be 
inventoried within the final variable width corridor. Where available 
from recorded information, known sites where these species have been 
observed are illustrated on maps in the appendices of this report. 
Natural communities which have been inventoried . within the macro
corridor which have the potential to contain one or more of these 
threatened and important species are also illustrated on the maps in the 
appendices. Some of these areas will be necessarily included in the 
mile-wide corridors produced by the present phase of the water supply 
project studies but will be avoided or appropriately mitigated by 
subsequent project studies and actions involving the final variable width 
narrow corridor. The most important natural communities and federally 
listed rare and endangered species which could be threatened are listed 
below: 

Limestone Glade 
Dry Limestone Forest 
Sandstone Glade 
Effluent Cave 
Influent Cave 
Wet Pit Cave 

Lesquerella filiformis 
Lesquerella filif ormis 
Geocarpon minimum 
Gray Bat 
Gray & Indiana Bat 
Blind Cavefish 

Stream (below Fellows Lake) Niangua Darter 

In addition to these natural communities, riparian forest along the edges 
of streams are important habitat for endangered Indiana Bats during 
breeding season in spring and summer months. 

The three one-mile wide corridors should contain few of these 
areas and sites of observed rare and endangered species. Where these 
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Table 3. 

Sensitive Species Historically Reported in the Macro-Corridor Area 

Species Common Name 

Ardea herodias Great Blue Heron 
Rookery (2) 

Amblyopsis rosae Ozark Cavefish 

Etheostoma nianguae Niangua Darter 

Lepus califonicus Black-Tailed 
Jackrabbit (3) 

Myotis grisescens Gray Bat 

Carex gracillima Graceful Sedge 

Carex scabrata Rough Sedge 

Castilleja purpurea Purple Paintbrush 

Geocarpon minimum Geocarpon ( 11) 

Lesquerella filiformis Bladder-pod (34) 

Thelesperma trifidum Thelesperma (9) 

Silene . regia Royal Catchfly 

* LE = Federally Listed Endangered 
LT = Federally Listed Threatened 
C2 = Federal Candidates for Listing 

** E = State Listed Endangered 

Fed.* State** 

LT E 

LT E 

E 

LE E 

SU 

EXT 

EXT 

LT E 

LE E 

C2 

SU = State Listed Status Undetermined 
EXT = Extirpated . No longer reproduces in Missouri 

Last Observed 

1990 

1989 

1975 

1987 

1989 

1889 

1889 

1:903 

1989 

1990 

1989 

1967 
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Table 4. 

Inventory and Evaluation of Natural Features in the Macro-Corridor 

· No. Name Cat.* Rank+ Feature and Comments 

Polk 
County 

6 

6A 

14 

15 

20 

21 Leigh Spring 

I 

II 

VII 

I 

I 

IV 

I 

22 Eudora Sandstone I 
Glade 

I 

I 

I 

R 

R 

N 

R 

R 

R 

R 

E 

N 

R 

R 

Limestone Glade, Heavily grazed. 
Exotic species common 

Watch List Plant Site Silene regia 
1989 record. 

Aquatic Feature - Ozark-Missouri 
headwater & creek. Good quality 
aquatic 

Potential Prairie. Converted to cool 
season grass. B roomsedge common 

Dry Sandstone Forest/Sand-stone 
Glade . Logged & grazed, bisected 
by power line 

Geologic Feature - Vadose Spring 
Poor quality aquatic 

Potential Sandstone Glade. 
No channel sandstone outcrops 
observed 

Sandstone Glade. 1-2 acres. 
Average species diversity 
Sandstone Glade/Savanna 
12 acres. Low plant diversity 
Dry Sandstone Forest. 2 acres. 
Too small to qualify 
Dry and Dry-mesic Sandstone 
Forest. Grade C. 15-20 acres. 
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II 

II 

V 

VI 

24 I 

25 I 

26 Graydon Springs I 
Sandstone Glade 

33A Enon Church 
Cave 

34 

34A 

35 Venable Spring 
Branch 

48 

67 Tumbling Rock 
Cave 

I 

II 

II 

IV 

IV 

I 

II 

VI 

IV 

s 

s 

s 

E 

R 

R 

N 

N 

s 

u 

u 

R 

R 

R 

R 

u 

Endangered Plant Site . Geocarpon 
minimum. Verified 1989 
Endangered Species Site. 
Sphagnum recurvum. 1989 
Protected Area - Unique Feature 
used for teaching SMS 
Sandstone Ravines. Good diversity 
of pteridophytes 

Dry-mesic Limestone/ Dolomite 
Forest. Grade D. Heavily 
grazed 

Dry-mesic LI mes tone/ Dolomite 
Forest. Grade C/D. Logged & 

grazed 

Sa.ndstone Glade. High C. 2 acres 
Low plant diversity. Grazing 
Sandstone Glade/Savanna 
B I C . 1 O acres 
Endangered Plant Site. Geocarpon 
minimum. 1989. Threatened 
Endangered Plant Site. Viburnum 
lentago. 1962 

Geologic Feature - Cave. Not 
surveyed. Low priority 

Geologic Feature - Vadose Spring 
Very small flow 

Mesic Bottomland Forest. Grade C/D 
Grazed 

Potential Endangered Species Site. 
Viburnum lentago 

Great Blue Heron Rookery. 
Assumed destroyed 

Geologic Feature. Low priority 
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I 
68 North Dry Sac II E Rare Animal Site. Etheostoma 

I River nianguae. 1975 record 

I Greene 

I 
County 

15 Hwy. V-36 Glade II s Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 

I filif ormis. 1989 record 

16 Hwy. V-38 Out- II s Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 

I crop filif ormis. 1988 record 

20 Sand Tower Line II s Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 

I filif ormis. 1988 record 

21 Sand Mountain I R Limestone Glade. Gra~e C/D. 

I Grazing 
II s Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 

I 
filiformis. 1989 record 

22 One Land Bridge II s Endangered Plant Site . Lesguerella 

I Rock filiformis. 1988 record 

22A Staley Branch II s Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 

I filiformis . 1989 record 

23 Shady Glade II s Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 

I filiformis. 1988 record 

I 
24 Bluestem Glade II s Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 

filiformis . 1988 record 

I 25 Clear Creek Glade! R Limestone Glade. Grade C/D. 
Grazed 

I 26 I R Limestone Glade. Grade D . 
Grazed. Exotic plants common 

I 27 Sugar Creek I R Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filif ormis. 1989 record 

I 28 Hughes Hill I R Limestone Glade. Grade C/D. 

I 
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29 

30 

31 

36 

37 

38 

38A 

42 

43 

44 

49 

50 

51 

Hwy. N 

Pearl Glade 

Asher Creek 

Asher Creek 

Raney Creek 

Flat Glade 

II 

II 

II 

I 

I 

I 

I 
II 

VI 

II 

I 

I 

I 

II 

II 

II 

s 

E 

N 

R 

R 

N 

N 
R 

N 

N 

N 

R 

N 

u 

s 

u 
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Grazed. 

Rare Animal Site . Lepus 
californicus. 1987 record 

Rare Animal Site. Lepus 
californicus. 1987 record 

Watch List Plant Site. Silene regia. 
1967 record 

Limestone Glade. Grade C/D. 
Grazed. Exotic plants common 

Dry-mesic Limestone Forest. 
Grade D. Heavily grazed 

Channel Sandstone Glade. Grade 
C. Small, low diversity 
Sandstone Glade/Savana. Grade C. 
Endangered Plant Site. Geocarpon 

minimum. 1958, 1984 records 

Railroad Prairie. Good diversity of 
prairie forbs 

Watch List Plant Site. Silene regia. 
1974, 1986 record 

Dry Sandstone Forest. Grade B / C. 
Black oak dominates 
Sandstone Glade/Savanna. 
Channel sandstone outcrops . Grade 
D . Heavily grazed 

Dry Chert Forest. Grade C. 

En<;I.angered Animal Site. Amblyopsis 
rosae. 1958 record 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesquerella 
filiformis. 1988 record 

Endangered Plant Site. Thelesperma 
trifidum. 1888 record 
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52 

53 

54 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

Baker's Glade I 

II 

II 

Dangerous Inter-
section II 

Little Sac River I 

Springfield Rail- II 
road 

Willard Quarry 

Seepside Glade 

Halfway Hill 
Glade 

Center Glade 

Knox Knolls 

I 

I 

II 

I 
II 

II 

II 

I 

I 

II 

II 

R 

s 

N 

s 

R 

N 

N 

N 

s 

R 
s 

N 

s 

R 

R 

s 

N 
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Limestone Glade. Grade C/D. 
Grazing 
Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1988. Thelesperma 
trifidum. 1980, 1989 record 
Watch List Plant Site. Delphinium 
treleasei. 1989 record 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1988 record 

Mesic Bottomland Forest. Grade 
D. Logged, Grazed 

Watch List Plant Site. Silene regia. 
1979,1984, 1989 record 

Rare Animal Site. Lepus 
californicus. 1987 record 

Dry-mesic Limestone Forest. Grade 
C 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesquerella 
filiformis. 1'988 record 

Limestone Glade. Grade C 
Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1988 record 
Watch List Plant Site. Delphinium 
treleasei. 1989 record 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1975, 1984 records 

Limestone Glade. Grade D. Grazed 

Limestone Glade. Grade C/D. 
Grazed. Exotic plants common 
Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1989 record 
Watch List Plant Site. Delphinium 
treleasei. 1989 record 
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67 :ris Glade II 

68 Rocky Barrens I 

II 

II 
V 

68A Bower's Field II 

69 Hidden Hill I 
Glade 

70 Soccer field II 
Road 

71 Subdivision Hill I 
II 

72 Rocky Bald I 

II 

II 
II 

73 Sneeds Bridge II 
Outcrop 

74 

75 

76 

Hwy. 0-248 Glade I 

Crystal Cave II 

Robertson Glade I 

s 

E 

s 

s 
s 

s 

R 

s 

N 
s 

s 

s 

s 
N 

s 

R 

N 

R 
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Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1988 record 

Limestone Glade. Grade B/C. Best 
overall diversity of any limestone 
glade in Springfield area. 
Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1988 record 
Thelesperma trifidum. 1989 record 
Natural History Area. Purchased 
1989 for bladderpod protection 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filif ormis. 1988 record 

Limestone Glade. Grade C. 
Grazed 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiforms. 1988 record 

Limestone Glade . Grade C. 
Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1988 record 

Limestone Bald. Grade C. Better 
species composition than rest of 
county 
Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1989 recorddd 
Thelesperma trifidum. 1989 record 
Watch List Plant Site. Delphinium 
treleasei. 1989 record 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1988 record 

Limestone Glade. Grade C/D. 

Status Undetermined Animal Site. 
Cambarus setosus. 1979 record 

Limestone Glade. Grade C/D. 
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77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

HH-S Bend Glade II 

Flinthill-54 Glade II 

Hackney Ridge II 
Glades 

Flint Hill Branch I 
Upland Forest 

VI 

Ritter Springs IV 

Fantastic Caverns II 

II 

II 

Fantastic Caverns II 

Ritter Springs 
Park Glade 

Pertuche Glade 

II 
IV 

II 

I 

II 

s 

s 

s 

N 

s 

N 

R 

R 

N 

s 

N 
s 

s 

R 

s 
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Grazed 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1989 record 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1988 record 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1989 record 

Dry-mesic Limestone/ Dolomite 
Forest . Grade B / C. Good spring 
wildflowers 

Great Blue Heron Rookery . 1989 
observations 

Geologic Feature - Deep-seated 
(phreatic) Springs. 2 springs 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1939 record 
Potentially Extirpated Plant Site. 
Castilleja purpurea . 1903 record 
Watch List Plant Site. Delphinium 
treleasei. 1975, 1989 record 

Endangered Animal Site. 
Amblyopsis rosae . 1960, 1989 
record 
Cambarus setosus . 1988-9 record 
Geologic Feature - Karst Plain Cave 
System 

Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1988 record 

Limestone Glade . Grade C. Grazed 

Endangered Plant Site. Thelesperma 
trifidum. 1989 record 
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92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

Hwy 13 

II 

II 

I 

II 

II 

Fulbright Spring II 

96A Dry Sac Lost IV 
Hill 

IV 

IV 

96B Valley Water IV 
Mills Fault Block 

97 I 

98 I 

N 

N 

R 

R 

R 

u 

E 

N 

N 

N 

R 

R 
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Watch List Plant Site. Delphinium 
treleasei. 1939 record 

Watch List Plant Site. Silena regia. 
1986 record 

Dry-mesic Limestone/ Dolomite 
Forest. Grade C/D. Logged 

Rare Plant Site. Clematis viorna 
1960 record 
Status Undetermined Plant Site. 
Tradescantia ozarkana. 1979 
record 

Status Undetermined Animal Site. 
Cambarus setosus. 1979 record 

Geologic Feature - Lost Hill 
Formed by the cut-off of an 
entrenched meander 
Geologic Feature - Natural Tunnel 
Lateral piracy origin 
Geologi Features Natural Arches 

Geologic Feature - Horst . An 
uplifted block of rock bounded by 
faults. · 50 feet above adjacent area 

Potential Flatwoods. Grade C/D. 
Used as wood lot 

Dry-mesic Limestone Forest. Grade 
C/D. Logged 
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100 Springfield II 

II 

II 

101 Little Sac River II 

104 Sequoita Cave II 

II 

105 Little Sac River II 

106 Headlee Woods I 

107 I 

110 Jones Spring & 

Cave 
II 

111 Fauna Cave II 

112 I 

113 I 

115 I 

118 Fellows Lake II 

122 II 

127 I 
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R Endangered Plant Site. Lesguerella 
filiformis. 1887 record. DestroyeJ. 

R Thelesperma trifidum. 1925 record. 
Extirpated 

R Potentially Extirpated Plant Site. 
Carex gracillima. 1889 record 

N Watch List Animal Site. Etheostoma 
microperca. 1971, 1981 report 

S Endangered Animal Site. Myotis 
grisescens. 1989 record 

N Status Undetermined Animal Site. 
Cambarus setosus. 1989 record 

N Watch List Animal Site. Etheostoma 
microperca. 1971, 1973 record 

R Dry-mesic Chert Forest. Grade C 

R 

u 

N 

N 

R 

R 

u 

E 

N 

Dry-mesic Chert Forest. Grade 
B/C 

Status Undetermined Animal Site. 
Cambarus setosus. 1977 record 

Status Undetermined Animal Site. 
Cambarus setosus 

Dry-mesic Chert Forest. Grade C 

Dry-mesic Chert forest . Grade C 

Dry-mesic Chert Forest. Grade C 

Watch List Plant Site. Polygonum 
pensylvanicum. 1958 report 

Rare Animal Site. Lepus 
californicus. 1987 record 

Dry-mesic Chert Forest. Grade 
B/C. 
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128 

130A James River 

131 King's Butte 

Dade 
County 

I 

VII 

IV 

155 Flint Hills Glade I 

156 Maze Creek Glade I 

157 Bona Glade 

158A Carmack 
Branch Glade 

158B 

168 Tunnel Bluff 

I 

II 

II 

I 
I 
I 

II 

II 
V 

I 

II 

IV 

N 

s 

s 

N 

s 

N 

s 

s 

s 
N 
N 

s 

N 
s 

R 

s 
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Dry-mesic Limestone/ Dolomite 
Forest. Grade C . Grazed 

Aquatic Feature - Ozark-White 
Small River 

Geologic Feature - Northview 
Formation 

Sandstone Glades. Grade B
on shore of Stockton Lake 

Sandstone Glade. Grade B-B+. 
Good diversity. Similar to 
Bona Glade in quality/size 
Dry-mesic Sandstone Forest. 
Grade B-
State Listed Plant Site. Geocarpon 
minimum. 1989 record 
Valerianella stenocarpa. 1953 record 

Sandstone Glade. Grade B. 
Dry Sandstone Forest. Grade B
Dry Sandstone Cliff. 20 feet high 
west of glade above Stockton Lake 
State Listed Plant Site. Geocarpon 
minimum. 1989 report 
Sedum nuttallianum. 1978 report 
State Natural Area. Site protected 
to preserve examples of native 
plants and animals. Natural study 
area 

Sandstone Glade. Grade C-

State Listed Plant Sit e . Geocarpon 
minimum. 1989 record 

Limestone Cliff. Not a cliff, is a 
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169 State Line Glade I R 

170 Maze Cave I S 

171 Maze Headwater II S 
Outcrops 

172 II S 

173 IV E 

190 Hailey Spring IV N 

202 Maze Creek VII N 
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steep forested slope. Grade C 

Limestone Glade. Grade D 
Low diversity. Invasion heavy. 
On top of cliff above Stockton 
Lake 

Effluent Cave. Rich cave 
community. Stream issues from 
mouth of cave and flows into Maze 
Creek 

State Listed Plant Site. Geocarpon 
minimum. 1984 record 

State Listed Plant Site. Geocarpon 
minimum. 1989 report 

Limestone Cliff. 140 feet high, 3/4 
mile long. Above Sac River. Glade 
on top of cliff now overgrown 

Spring. Has good water flow 
and good aquatic community 

Creek (Prairie-Osage). North 
end now flooded by Stockton 
Lake. Moderately diverse aquatic 
community 
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Key to Categories ~:. Ranks in Table 

First number designation is the DOC code number for the community. 
This number is used on maps when incorporated in report 
documents. 

Category (Cat.) 

I. Terrestrial Natural Communities 
II. Rare or Endangered Species Sites 
III. Relict Species Sites 
IV. Geologic Features 
V. Natural Study Areas 
VI. Unique Features 
VII. Aquatic Communities 

Rank 

S Significant (Statewide importance) 
E Exceptfonal (High quality natural community. Grade A or B) 
N Notable (Local importance only. Unusual or interesting) 
U Undetermined 
R Rejected or Nonqualifying (If not significant, exceptional or 

notable) 

From: Missouri Department of Conservation Missouri Natural Features 
Inventory, Greene, Dade, & Polk Counties. (Currier 1989; Bicknese 
1989) 
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areas and sitings are present in the three corridors, there will have to 
be sufficient space within each corridor to c>void threat to the natural 
communities and potential rare and endangered species. Subsequent 
Stockton Water Supply Project studies will include field investigations 
which would determine presence of natural communities within a selected 
final corridor and then inventory or evaluate potential for presence of 
rare and endangered species. Where rare and endangered species are 
found to be present, mitigativ~ actions would have to be taken as 
determined through the processes outlined in the Endangered Species 
Act of 1973 as amended. The primary goal should be to avoid threat to 
natural areas which have the potential to contain rare and endangered 
species. 

Cultural Resources 

The macro-corridor contains one NRHP district (Pearson Creek 
Archaeological and Historic District) which is located in the southern 
portion of the corridor running from Fellows £..ake to B lackmun WTP. 
The district boundaries have been illustrated in maps supplied to the 
planning engineers and it is the recommendation of this study that the 
district be avoided by proposed project actions. Should it be 
determined that avoidance of the NRHP district is not feasible, cultural 
resources within the district will have to be dealt with in accordance 
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 

The macro-corridor contains 345 ASM sites and areas which 
exhibit characteristics which suggest potential for presence of 
prehistoric and early historic cultural resources. The U.S. G. S. 
quadrangle locations of these sites ·and higher potential areas have been 
supplied to the project engineers and it is recommended that alternate 
mile-wide corridors be selected which include as few of the recorded 
resources as possible and as little of the higher potential site zones as 
possible. Where it is not feasible to avoid cultural resource sites, 
subsequent Stockton Water Supply studies will include inventory and 
evaluation of cultural resources through field investigations. Where it 
is determined that a potentially significant cultural resource is located 
within a final variable width corridor, Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act as amended will be initiated and the site 
avoided or the subject of some other form of mitigation as determined 
appropriate through consultation with the federal agency involved in the 
project compliance, the State Historic Preservation Officer ( SHPO) and 
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. 
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Land Use 

Landownership: The completed proposed project will remove only 
a few hundred acres from private and public land ownership/use. A 
small portion of public lands will be necessary at Stockton Lake for 
placement and operation of a water intake structure. Generally, land 
utilized for the water supply pipeline will be kept clear of timber. 
Aside from this necessity for pipeline safety and operation, normal land 
use could be continued in the pipeline corridor. Insufficient amounts of 
land will be removed from county tax bases to make any significant 
impact on county budgets. 

Agriculture: Agriculture will be affected only during the actual 
construction of the water supply pipeline. Crop loss damages will be 
negotiated on an individual basis with effected landowners. 
Agricultural activities can still be pursued within the project corridor 
once the pipeline construction and stabilization has been completed. 
Pivot irrigation does not appear to be a major factor in the macro
corridor area. 

Woodlands: Some timber will have to be cleared for project 
construction and a variable width corridor will have to be kept clear 
during operation life of the water supply pipeline. Prime timber loss 
will be minimum and payments for timber losses will be negotiated on an 
individual basis with effected landowners. Final corridor routing should 
include consideration of prime stands of important timber such as walnut 
and efforts should be made to avoid important stands where they are 
identified. 

Urban Areas: Direct impact to small communities will not occur as 
the pipeline will be kept within a rural zone from Stockton Lake to 
Fellows Lake. The corridor from Fellows Lake to B lackmun WTP will 
skirt the east edge of the City of Springfield which has been 
extensively developed and should be considered part of the urban area 
associated with Springfield. Permits, acquisition, and . other 
requirements associated with construction within city limits will have to 
be followed by City Utilities of Springfield. 

Mining: The major impacts to mining would be through removal of 
lands from mining potential and possibly cutting off areas from mining 
by the pipeline project. Coal is no longer important in the area. Good 
quality limestone occurs throughout most of the macro-corridor and it 
would be difficult to threaten extraction of the mineral with the 
relatively small final project corridor. Care will have to be taken near 
existing quarry areas in order not to place the pipeline in an area that 
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may result in limited future quarry use. Other minerals and metals in 
the project zone are not currently being extracted. The small size of 
the line should not negatively impact any future plans for mining of 
minerals and metals where mining . has not already been established. 
Active quarries in the Fellows Lake to Blackmun WTP component of the 
project will have to be considered in the final establishment of the 
varying width construction corridor in a manner which would be 
compatible with extraction of high quality limestone from these quarries. 

Other Commodities: Sands and gravel operations generally utilize 
stream sands and gravels and are mobile operations. A water supply 
pipeline project would not threaten these mobile operations. 

Transportation: Transportation will be affected only during 
actual construction of the pipeline. Roads will have be crossed which 
will require permits from state, county, and city. State and county 
use permits will delineate specific construction requirements for roads 
which will be crossed by the final project construction. These 
requirements will be followed by contractors involved in the project 
construction. Airports will not be adversely affected by a buried 
pipeline project except during the brief construction period should an 
airport or airport space be crossed by the project. 

Landfills: A water supply pipeline is an impermeable tube from 
intake to discharge. Presence of past waste "dumps" would not 
negatively affect water quality within the pipeline . Where potentially 
hazardous waste is suspected to be present, the area should be 
evaluated prior to construction in order to determined the form of the 
waste and any potential threat to the viability of the project. There 
is, however, little potential that the project area would contain forms of 
hazardous waste (i.e. radioactive materials) which might have the 
potential to threaten water quality within the ~permeable water supply 
pipeline. 

Formally Classified Areas 

Formally classified areas should be avoided by the proposed 
project actions. There are no wild and scenic rivers in the project 
zone, no wilderness areas, and no National Parks, Battlefields, or 
Monuments. One NRHP district - Pearson Creek Archaeological District 
- is in the Fellows Lake to Blackmun WTP portion of the corridor. This 
prehistoric and historic area should be avoided by any proposed project 
actions. If it is determined that it would not feasible to avoid the 
NRHP district, Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
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would have to be initiated and appropriate mitigative measures agreed to 
and acted upon following consultation with appropriate federal and state 
agencies and prior to any actual construction actions which might 
adversely affect this important property. 

Es the tics 

Esthetics are subjective but it is generally agreed upon that 
unique and seemingly undisturbed settings should not be disrupted by 
projects requiring land modification. Unique geologic settings have 
been inventoried (natural communities) and should be avoided by the 
project actions. There are no major large timber stands in steep 
upland settings which would result in esthetic damage through 
construction and maintenance of a corridor project. There are no wild 
and scenic rivers which might be esthetically impacted in the project 
macro-corridor. The Tunnel Bluff location of the intake structure may 
create esthetic impact. The design and type of intake has yet to be 
determined and degree of potential impact at this higher elevation point 
above Stockton Lake cannot be assessed at present. 

Demographics 

The general project area has been increasing in population around 
10% at each ten year census interval. The proposed project would have 
a positive effect in that a stable water supply would be assured for the 
growing population. The project itself would briefly effect the economy 
through short-term construction jobs associated with construction. Most 
of these jobs would, however, be carried out by existing local/regional 
contractors and the local economy would not be effected for more than a 
short period of time. Once in operation, the water supply project would 
not require a large number of positions for continued operation and 
there would be no major employment factor associated with the actual 
operation of the project. 

Health and Human Safety 

The project should create no distinct health and human safety 
problems that would not be handled by appropriate and expected 
construction procedures. All construction code requirements would be 
met by contractors involved in construction of the water supply project. 
CU construction contracts will require appropriate safety procedures to 
be implemented during project construction and post-construction. 
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Other Concerns 

Other environmental concerns which would be addressed during 
final variable width construction corridor selection would include 
aspects of the environment which are important locally although not part 
of specific federal compliance requirements. One important component 
includes flora and fauna of state importance. There are several species 
of flora and fauna which are not protected under federal listing but 
have are considered sensitive or important in Missouri. Flora 
designations are included in Table 1. In addition to sensitive Missouri 
floral species, the macro-corridor contains at least two Great Blue 
Heron rookeries. While not federally listed or on state watch lists, 
these areas are particularly sensitive in that the Blue Heron only 
reproduces in such settings and the Great Blue Heron is an important 
part of the Missouri environment. These rookeries would be avoided by 
the proposed final construction corridor. 
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ALTERNATE CORRIDOR ID:Er-;TIFICATION AND SELECTION 

Introduction 

The mile-wide corridor selection process for the proposed CU 
Water Supply Pipeline project was initiated fallowing establishment of the 
potential end points of the project. An overview approach which 
describes the setting within which the project will occur and delineates 
unacceptable and undesirable areas for placement of a water supply 
project best summarizes the purpose underlying the present study. 
The previous section of this report outlines the general environmental 
setting and this section describes candidate corridors selected from 
within the macro-corridor. Specific unacceptable and undesirable project 
siting locations are illustrated on the maps supplied in the appendices. 
Where specific candidate corridors include unacceptable areas, these 
areas are verbally discussed in the candidate corridor section of this 
report. 

The overall goal of the present study is the location of a suitable 
corridor route between the defined end points at Stockton Lake, Fellows 
Lake, and Blackmun WTP. A final variable width corridor selection can 
only be made when it is possible to determine the areas of least 
negative impact resulting from the pipeline construction project. Based 
on current . environmental regulations and guidelines associated with 
compliance projects, it was the determination of the investigators that a 
suitable routing should, at a minimum, satisfy the following objectives: 

1. avoid disturbance to rare and endangered species; 

2. avoid encounter with identified significant cultural resources; 

3. avoid encounter with formally classified areas including 
National Parks, Battlefields, Monuments; State Parks, 
Natural Areas; Natural Historic Areas; Wildlife Areas; 
Wilderness Areas; Wild and Scenic Rivers; 

4. avoid encounter with areas incompatible with construction 
and operation of the water supply pipeline such as 
sinkholes; 

5. avoid important potential natural areas including 
caves, springs, wildlife, and defined natural 
communities exhibiting integrity; 
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6. avoid incompatible land use areas (i.e. avoid putting 
line in active quarries; avoid placement of pump 
stations in active pivot irrigation areas, etc.) 

7 . minimize disturbance to existing hydrological resources 
including floodplains, wetlands, streams, and subterranean 
habitat; 

8. minimize disturbance to cultivated croplands; 

9. minimize disturbance to prime forest stands; 

10. minimize disturbance to prime and unique farmlands; 

11. minimize erosion of soils during and following 
project construction; 

12. minimize potential negative esthetic results 

Mapping Procedures and Alternate Corridor Selection 

Following review of available recorded/published environmental 
data, consultation with state and federal agencies involved with 
environmental concerns, consultation with individuals familiar with 
various aspects of the macro-corridor environmental situation, and 
general CU water supply project requirements, information gathered and 
summarized was placed on U.S. G. S. topographic quadrangles. This 
information has been scaled down in order to allow presentation in this 
document. The U.S. G. S. quadrangle data maps were supplied to the 
project engineers for use in determination of appropriate one-mile wide 
corridors. The present investigators (macro-corridor environmental 
consultants) placed several one-mile wide potential corridors on the 
maps supplied to the planning engineers which would contain least 
disruptive varying width final corridor sites. The planning engineers 
supplied the environmental consultants with three one-mile wide corridor 
which incorporated some of the routings suggested by the environmental 
consultants. Following the selection of the three one-mile wide 
corridors, environmental factors listed in the following table were 
counted or measured as appropriate and summarized for each of the 
three alternate mile-wide corridors. On the basis of the information 
supplied for each corridor, a final corridor exhibiting the least 
disruptive potential to environmental factors from construction of a 
water supply pipeline project from Stockton Lake to Fellows Lake and 
one from Fellows Lake to Blackmun WTP can be selected. 
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Corridor Descriptions 

The mile-wide corridors selected from the macro-corridor area as 
potential candidates to contain a final least disruptive varying width 
narrow corridor are briefly described below. The corridors are 
discusses in two segments: one segment from Stockton Lake to Fellows 
Lake (S-1, S-2, and S-3) and another from Fellows Lake to Blackmun 
WTP (B-1, B-2, and B-3) with S designations applying to the Stockton 
Lake - Fellows Lake segment and B designations applying to the Fellows 
Lake to Blackmun WTP segment. These designations are reflected on the 
maps in this report. Corridors S-1 and S-2 contain some minor 
variations which are reflected on maps and tables. One corridor within 
each of the two segments will be chosen as a corridor from which to 
select a least environmentally disruptive final varying width narrow 
corridor in the next phase of the CU Water Supply Project studies. 

Stockton Lake to Fellows Lake: Corridor S-1 commences at the 
State Highway 245 bridge over the Little Sac Arm of Stockton Lake. 
From the bridge, corridor S-1 runs 5 miles +/- southeasterly crossing 
State Highway 215 to Turkey Creek. Corridor S-1 than follows Turkey 
Creek for approximately 4 miles. Then, leaving Turkey Creek, the 
corridor runs easterly around 3 miles through uplands, crossing State 
highway 123, and passing just south of Eudora to the Burlington 
Northern Railroad and Coates Branch. From Coates Branch the 
corridor continues easterly approximately 2 miles crossing Venable 
Spring Branch north of Graydon Springs to the Little Sac River. This 
course of the corridor contains Graydon Springs sandstone glade known 
to contain Geocarpon, federally listed endangered species. The 
corridor then follows the Little Sac and North Dry Sac River 
approximately 9 miles crossing State Highway 13 to Sims Branch 
approximately 6 miles to the stream's head. From those uplands, the 
corridor drops south then southeast approximately 2 miles to Fellows 
Lake then east - west along the lake for around 3 miles for a total of 
approximately 35 miles. 

Corridor S-2: Corridor S-2 commences at the State Highway 245 
bridge over the Little Sac Arm of Stockton lake. From the bridge the 
corridor runs approximately 5 miles southeasterly crossing State 
Highway 215 to Turkey Creek. Corridor S-2 then follows Turkey Creek 
for approximately 1 mile. Then, leaving Turkey Creek, the corridor 
runs southeasterly then easterly approximately 5 miles through uplands 
crossing State Highway 123 and passing south of Eudora to the 
Burlington Northern Railroad and Coates Branch Creek. From Coates 
Branch the corridor continues easterly approximately 3 miles crossing 
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Venable Spring Branch south of Graydon and Venable Springs to Asher 
Branch. This course of the corridor contains sandstone glades known 
to contain Geocarpon. Corridor S-2 then runs southeasterly through 
uplands approximately 4 miles to the Little Sac River. The corridor 
then continues southeasterly through uplands crossing State Highway 13 
and Kings Branch approximately 12 miles to Fellows Lake then east -
west for around 3 miles along the lake for a total of approximately 32. 50 
miles. 

Corridor S-3: This corridor commences at the State Highway 245 
bridge over the Little Sac Arm at Stockton Lake. From the bridge the 
corridor runs approximately 5 miles southeasterly crossing State 
Highway 215 to Turkey Creek. Then, leaving Turkey Creek, the 
corridor runs southeasterly approximately 6 miles through uplands 
crossing State Highway 123 and _215 passing north of Eudora across 
Leith Springs to the Burlington Northern Railroad and Coates Branch 
Creek. From Coates Branch the continues through uplands for 
approximately 3 miles crossing Venable Spring Branch north of Graydon 
and Venable Springs to Asher Branch. This course of the corridor 
contains sandstone glades known to contain Geocarpon. Corridor S-3 
then runs southeasterly through the uplands approximately 4 miles to 
the Little Sac River. The corridor then continues southeasterly 
through the uplands crossing State Highway 13 and Kings Branch 
approximately 12 miles to Fellows Lake then east - west for 3 miles 
along the lake for a total of approximately 32. 50 miles. 

The Fellows Lake to Blackmun WTP segments are located within 
and adjacent to the City of Springfield and include B-1, B-2, and B-3 
which are briefly described below: 

Corridor B-1: This corridor commences at the Little Sac River 
arm of Fellows Lake and runs south through uplands approximately 3 
miles then crosses the Sou th Dry Sac. The corridor then runs 
southeast for one mile crossing U.S. 65 and Interstate 44. The 
corridor then runs south approximately 5 miles crossing State Highway 
744 and · the Burlington Northern Railroad across a spring to its 
conclusion at the Blackmun WTP. The final portion of the corridor 
passes through quality li~estone resources containing quarries and then 
the historic Pearson Creek lead and zinc mining district for a total of 
approximately 11 miles. 

Corridor B-2: This corridor begins at the Little Sac River arm 
of Fellows Lake and runs south through uplands for around 4 miles. 
The corridor then turns southeasterly for one mile and then south for 
approximately 2. 50 miles through high quality limestone resources and 
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active quarries. The corridor then runs east approximately 1 mile then 
south approximately 2 miles to the Blackmun WTP and along Pearson 
Creek. The latter portion of the corridor runs through the NRHP 
Pearson Creek Archaeological · District as well as the historic Pearson 
Creek lead and zinc mining district. Total length is approximately 
11. 20 miles 

Corridor B-3: This corridor commences at the Little Sac River 
arm of Fellows Lake and runs south approximately 2 miles. It then 
turns east through uplands for approximately 3 miles. B-3 then turns 
south for two miles, then east one mile, and the south for 
approximately 2 miles through uplands and crossing Interstate 44 and 
the Burlington Northern Railroad. The corridor continues through 
uplands running west 1 mile then south 1 mile to Pearson Creek. From 
Pearson Creek the corridor runs south 3 miles through uplands then 
west 1 mile to its conclusion at Blackmun WTP crossing a railroad and 
Pearson Creek. This last westward course contains portions of the 
historic Pearson C't'eek lead and zinc mining district and the NRHP 
Pearson Creek Archaeological District. The total length of the corridor 
is approximately 15. 90 miles. 

Each of the mile wide corridor segments contain environmental 
elements which could be disrupted or disturbed by the water supply 
project. Specific threats to specific areas will have to be defined and 
mitigative measures developed in a subsequent phase of the water 
supply project studies associated with selection of the final varying 
width narrow construction corridor. The information supplied in this 
report will alert those selecting the final narrow construction corridor 
to potential incompatible environmental factors present which will allow 
for avoidance/mitigative actions. 
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Alternate Corridor Environmental Constraints 

The mile-wide corridors all contain environmental/land use factors 
which could be negatively effected by or incompatible with a water 
supply pipeline project. A final varying width narrow construction 
corridor will have to be selected which will contain the least amounts or 
forms of negative impact upon important and sensitive aspects of the 
setting. The following discussion of the alternate corridor potential 
constraints which will have implications upon selection of a final narrow 
construction corridor has been divided into two segments reflecting the 
area between Stockton Lake and Fellows Lake and the other the area . 
between Fellows Lake and Blackmun WTP. The Stockton Lake to Fellows 
Lake corridors are described first. The description of the corridors is 
organized around the goals outlined at the beginning of this section on 
alternate corridor identification and selection. Corridor designation 
follows the S-1, 2, 3, B-1, 2, 3 labels described in the previous 
section. These designations are also incorporated in report maps. 

Stockton Lake To Fellows Lake (Corridors S-1, S-2, & S-3) 

Rare and · Endangered Species: A major factor involved in 
environmental analyses associated with compliance projects includes 
potential project threat to rare and endangered species. Where it can 
be demonstrated that federally listed rare and endangered species are 
threatened by a proposed compliance project, specific mitigative 
measures are invoked and quite ·often result in modification of the 
project actions in a manner which protects the sensitive species. As 
previously discussed, determination of presence of sensitive species is 
often a difficult task. Recorded information of past listed species 
observations do not mean that the species is still present; lack or 
recordation of presence of sensitive species does not mean that may not 
be in an area at a later time; some animal species are transient but may 
return to the same area on a regular basis or may not return to an 
area where they have been reported in the past; some species of plants 
may lie dormant for several years and may be readily identified even by 
direct observation of an area in which the dormant forms are present . 
These and other problems result in sometimes difficult . inventory and 
evaluation of rare and endangered species for compliance project 
purposes. 

The data which can be utilized to suggest potential for presence 
of rare and endangered species include 1. past recordation of presence 
of listed species and 2. presence of environmental situations which 
indicate high potential for presence of specific types of rare and 
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Table 5. 

I Summary of Stockton to Fellows Lake Corridor Resources 

Corridor s-1 Corridor s-2 Corridor s-3 

I Floodplain 9.20 4.40 4.00 
(sq. miles) 

I Woodlands 6.60 9.25 7.00 
(sq. miles) 

Cultivated Landa 29.47 24.00 26.76 

I (sq. miles) 

Prime Farmlands 12.87 9.04 10.40 
( sq. m.ilea) 

I Steep Slopes 6.93 7.55 7.81 

(square miles) 

I Stream Lengths (miles) 

Rivers 17.80 4.04 3.31 

Others 16.65 9.45 9 .52 

I Karst Features 

I 
Caves (#) 0 0 l 

Terrain 2.65 3.22 3.21 

(sq. miles) 

Channel Sands .55 .63 .72 

I ( sq. mi lea) 

Identified Potential 

I 
Natural Areas( #) 

Significant 0 1 2 

Exceptional 0 0 2 

Notable 2 2 2 

I 
Undetermined l 1 l 

Rejected 3 5 6 

Federal , State Listed 

I 
Plant 

Federal l 0 2 

State l 2 l 

Animal 

I 
Federal 2 l 0 

State l l l 

Cultural Resources 

I 
NRHP ( # ) 0 0 0 

ASM Sites ( #) 54 40 39 

High Potential 16.12 11.95 11.85 

(sq. miles) 

I TOTAL CORRIDOR LENGTH 34.46 32.58 32.3 6 

(miles) 

I 
I-
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endangered species. The former can be considered generally direct 
evidence while number 2 is an indirect measure of potential for presence 
of the rare and endangered species . 

Federally listed rare and endangered species which have been 
identified within the project zone include Ozark Cavefish, Niangua 
Darter, Gray Bat, Geocarpon, and Bladder-pod (Lesguerella filiformis). 
These animals and plants, with the exception of the Gray Bat, are 
continuous residence of the area. The Gray Bat would probably use 
the project area for more than one-half of the year. Where these 
species have been observed, those sites should be avoided by a 
proposed project which could threaten their habitat. General site 
locations are included in the report maps. Corridor S-1 contains 3 rare 
and endangered species sites. Corridor S-2 contains 1 federally listed 
species ·site. Corridor S-3 has 2 such sites. These specific areas 
would have to be avoided by the proposed project action. If it is 
determined that is not feasible from an engineering and economic 
standpoint to avoid a reported rare and endangered species site, field 
investigations would have to be carried out by qualified 
botanists/zoologists in order to inventory and evaluate presence/absence 
of the species at that site. Should it be determined that an endangered 
species is present, appropriate procedures as outlined by federal law 
would have to be followed prior to the initiation of any threatening 
project actions. 

Indirect evidence of potential for presence of endangered species 
comes from species-specific habitat. Where environmental conditions are 
such that an area would be conducive for presence of listed species, 
that area should be considered sensitive and avoided. If it is not 
feasible to the avoid the area, the defined location should be the 
subject of field inventory and evaluation in order to determine 
presence/absence of the species in question. Where a listed species is 
found, the area would be avoided or appropriate federally mandated 
procedures would be implemented prior to project actions which would 
threaten the species. The Ozark Cavefish lives in subterranean wet 
cave settings, Gray Bats use influent and exfluent caves, Geocarpon 
lives on sandstone glades, and Bladder-pod is in limestone glades. 
Department of Conservation inventories of the project area have 
identified several of these natural communities. Corridor S-1 contains 6 
of these natural areas, Corridor S-2 contains 9 defined natural 
communities, and S-3 has 12 defined natural communities. These areas 
will have to be avoided by the proposed project final corridor. If this 
is not feasible, additional studies will be necessary to further evaluate 
the potential to threaten sensitive species in the defined natural 
community areas. 
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In addition to the defined natural community areas, general 
environmental characteristics can be utilized to suggest potential for 
presence of rare and endangered species. Geocarpon is found only in 
areas with exposed channel sands geologic formations. Where channel 
sands are present, the area should be considered sensitive and avoided 
by the project or the subject of field investigations in order to 
determine whether or not this federally listed rare and endangered 
spedes is present. Where found, that area would be avoided or 
appropriate measures initiated prior to any project related threat. 
Indiana Bats, not observed but potentially present, occupy riparian 
forest habitat along streams for part of the year. These areas should 
be considered sensitive habitat and removal of parallel stretches of 
riparian timber should not be part of the project actions. Streams and 
riparian zones should be crossed at right angles. Corridor S-1 
includes O. 55 miles of recorded channel sand geology, Corridor S-2 has 
0. 63 miles of channel sands, and S-3 includes O. 72 miles of the channel 
sand geology. Corridor S-1 incorporates 9. 20 miles of floodplain which 
may contain riparian habitat, Corridor S-2 has 4.40 miles of floodplain, 
and S-3 includes 4. 00 miles of floodplain. 

On the basis of these considerations, S-1 would exhibit the least 
immediate potential to threaten rare and endangered plant species but 
greater potential threat to riparian utilizing species while S-2 has 
somewhat more potential to threaten listed plant species but less than 
S-1 to threaten riparian areas. S-3 exhibits the greatest potential 
threat to listed plant species but less than S-1 and S-2 in reference to 
riparian areas . 

Cultural Resources: In much the same manner as rare and 
endangered species, reported or known cultural resources in a 
compliance project zone need to be considered from the position whether 
it is still present, if it is significant, is not significant or significance 
is unknown. Cultural resources which have not been reported can be 
estimated from environmental characteristics which are often found to 
correlate with archaeological site presence. In the project region, 
prehistoric archaeological sites are almost always located in 
presettleme1:1,t nonprairie (presettlement woodland) zones and are most 
often found on stream terraces, hill and ridge tops, and sometimes in 
rock shelter on steep bluff faces. 

The macro-corridor contains 345 previously reported 
Archaeological Survey of Missouri (ASM) sites and fewer than 5% of 
these have been evaluated in terms of NRHP significance. Corridor S-1 
contains 54 previously reported archaeological sites. This is expected 
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given thi~ extensive amount of floodplain/terrace setting included in this 
corridor. S-2 contains 40+ sites while S-3 contains the fewest with 39. 

In terms of high archaeological site potential area (presettlement 
woodland, terrace, and hill top) setting, S-1 contains the most high 
potential area with around 16 .12 square miles, while S-2 and S-3 exhibit 
about the same amount of around 11. 90 square miles. 

A final variable width corridor will quite probably require a 
cultural resource survey in order to inventory unknown archaeological 
and historic sites and to evaluate significance previously reported 
cultural resources present within the final construction corridor. 
Cultural resources which are found to be significant will require 
additional consideration as defined by federal and state guidelines and 
laws pertaining to NRHP eligible properties and compliance projects. 

Formally Classified Areas : All three corridors begin in the 
Stockton State Park general area. None of the corridors includes 
National Parks, Battlefields, Monuments, wilderness areas, or wild and 
scenic rivers. No NRHP properties are located within any of the three 
Stockton to Fellows Lake portion of the project. 

Potential Incompatible Construction Constraints: The macro-
corridor area runs through karst topography which contains sinkholes 
and potential for catastrophic sinks. It would not be feasible to place a 
pump station in a sink or in an area which may threaten catastrophic 
sink. It would also be inappropriate to place a large 36"+ waterline 
immediately within a sink. It is probable that final engineering plans 
will consider coring beneath proposed pump station locations in order to 
evaluate potential for catastrophic sinks. It is also probable that 
known sinks will be evaluated in reference to the proposed final 
corridor construction route. In terms of general understanding of the 
potential threat from karst topography, S-1 contains the least karst 
terrain at 2. 65 square miles, S-2 and S-3 contain about the same 
amount at around 3. 20 square miles. 

Potential Natural Areas: S-1 contains the least potential natural 
areas with no significant or exception13:l natural areas defined within the 
corridor. S-2 contains 1 significant natural area and S-3 contains the 
most with 4 significant and exceptional natural areas. These natural 
areas generally take up small areas of 2 to 15 acres. None extend 
entirely across any one-mile wide corridor. The final variable width 
narrow corridor will have to be planned in a manner which would avoid 
these valuable natural areas. 
rejected as natural areas 

Natural communities which have been 
are listed in the alternate corridor 
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environmental constraint tabl•~. These areas may still be important in 
that they may contain rare and endangered species although the area 
itself retains too little integrity to allow classification as a natural area. 

Incompatible Land Use Areas: None of the three corridors 
contain active quarries. Each does , however, contain a substantial 
amount of high quality limestone formations which could be utilized in 
the future. This should have no effect on planning of the line. The 
general macro-corridor area contains sufficient aquifer water supplies to 
allow for . agricultural irrigation. Sufficient level land masses occur 
within the project zone to allow effective irrigation . There do not 
appear to be any active pivot irrigation operations within the project 
corridors. 

Hydrological Resources: The final corridor should minimize 
effects to hydrological resources for the several reasons described in 
the setting effects sections of the macro-corridor study. S-1 contains 
the most floodplain setting witb 9. 20 square miles, S-2 is next with 4 . 40 
miles and S-3 is least with 4. 00 square miles of floodplain. S-1 also 
follows streams for the longest distances with 17. 80 miles of rivers and 
16 .. 65 miles of minor streams. S-3 has the least river setting with 3. 31 
miles and 9 . 52 miles of minor streams. S-2 has 4.04 miles of river 
setting and 9. 45 miles of minor streams. Major wetlands include 
Fellows Lake and Stockton Lake with backwater some sloughs 
historically created by Stockton dam and reservoir. For the most part, 
the variable contour terrain is not conducive to development of wetlands 
outside of farm ponds and other man-made constriction of water flow. 
The most potential for the least continuous wetlands would be found 
along major stream valleys. As previously noted, S-1 contains the 
greatest amount of stream valley terrain with S-2 and S-3 exhibiting 
less than one-half of the area contained by S-1. In terms of 
subterranean hydrological threat, S-1 exhibits the greatest length of 
losing streams at 5.50 miles while S-2 has 1.50 miles and S-3 has. 1.85 
miles. This would suggest that S-1 would probably have the most 
potential to result in a final narrow corridor affecting both surface and 
subterranean hydrological systems of the three corridors . 

Cultivated Cropland: S-1 contains the most cultivated lands 
( row crop, hay , and cultivated pasture) with 29. 50 square miles, S-2 
has the least with around 24. 00 square miles with S-3 having 26. 76 
square miles. Since the project would allow continued use of croplands, 
removal of cropland as a result of the project would not be a major 
factor in final construction corridor routing. 

. . · ·, 
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Prime Forest Stands: S-2 contains the most timber with 9. 25 
square miles followed by S-3 with 7. 00 miles and S-1 with 6. 60 square 
miles. It is improbable that very much of this timber can be considered 
prime. There is the potential for presence of stocked and controlled 
stands of timber within each of the corridors. These would have to be 
evaluated during examination of the final mile-wide route for potential 
narrow construction corridors. 

Prime and Unique Farmlands: See Cultivated cropland above. 

Erosion Potential: The three corridors contain relatively similar 
amounts of steep slopes with S-1 having the least at 6. 93 square miles 
reflecting the more extensive floodplain setting followed by S-3 with 
7. 81 square miles and S-2 with 7. 55 square miles of steep slopes. 
Erosion potential would appear to be about the same for all three 
alternates . Erosional control would be a factor for around 30% of the 
final corridor length in whichever final corridor is selected for the 
narrow construction corridor. 

Esthetics: Esthetic impact from the proposed waterline project 
will have the most potential of occurrence at the intake structure on 
Stockton Lake, with pump stations, and with timbered areas through 
which the pipeline will be placed. All three corridors assume the same 
intake structure which removes this factor from alternate corridor 
selection. Pump station locations, forms, and numbers have not been 
designated and these cannot be considered in the alternate corridor 
selection at this point. In terms of timber, S-2 contains the greatest 
amount of timber_ (9. 25 square miles as opposed to 6. 60 miles for S-1 
and 7. 00 miles for S-3) . Given rolling terrain, this should not be 
considered a major selection factor. 

Total Corridor Length: All of the corridors go through areas 
which have to be considered environmentally sensitive in varying 
degrees. As a result, the total length of the pipeline becomes a factor 
simply because the greater the length the greater the potential threat. 
S-1 is the longest at 35. 36 miles followed by S-2 at 32. 58 miles with S-3 
the shortest at 32. 36 miles. 

Preliminary Environmental Considerations & Final Mile-Wide Corridor 
Selection 

This preliminary selection is considerably qualified. That is, the 
preliminary selection can only be made at this time on the basis of the 
mile-wide alternate corridors which have been selected from the initial 
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macro-corridor study area and made the subject of the present 
environmental analysis. These mile-wide corridors contain large or 
numerous amounts of the same environmental constraint factors. It is 
very possible that the least environmentally favorable mile-wide corridor 
may contain more environmentally favorable narrow construction corridor 
routings than the more environmentally favorable mile-wide corridor. A 
second qualification is that the present selection has been made without 
extensive input from engineering planning consultants. It is quite 
possible that engineering constraints may far outweigh environmental 
constraints where extreme cost differentials may result from 
modifications based on environmental concerns. It is quite probable 
that monetary costs would not justify changes for reduction of some 
possible environmental costs ( e. e. payment for timber may be much less 
than modifications of a project to avoid a prime timber stand; mitigation 
of a portion of a threatened archaeological site may cost much less than 
a different route which could avoid a significant archaeological site). 

Review of the data summarized in the constraint table suggest 
that S-1 would be the most costly in terms of environmental concerns on 
the basis of the extensive amount of stream valley setting included 
which would result in effect to streams, archaeological sites, wetlands, 
and farmlands. The major ad vantage of S-1 is in terms of less channel 
sand geology and thus less potential for presence of Geocarpon 
nurumum. It should be noted, however, that the channel sand geologic 
features do not entirely cross S-2 or S-3 and final construction corridor 
routings could avoid these possibly sensitive areas. It should also be 
understood that simply the presence of channel sand geology does not 
mean a sandstone glade, Geocarpon habitat, is necessarily present. 

S-2 and S-3 are considered by this analysis to be more positive 
in terms of environmental considerations largely due to the somewhat 
shorter distance they will cover and the substantially lesser amount of 
stream valley setting incorporated in these corridors. Although S-2 
and S-3 contain more potential natural areas/communities channel sand 
geological features, these constraints have to be considered within the 
one mile-wide corridor setting which would hopefully allow avoidance of 
these potentially significant areas. 

On the basis of these considerations, the environmental 
consultants suggest that Alternate S-3 be considered somewhat less 
environmentally negative than S-2 and much less environmentally 
negative than S-1. S-2 is quite similar to . S-3 and is considered a 
reasonable alternative. This selection is based on the qualifications 
which were noted above in reference to the selection process and the 
mile-wide corridor settings. 
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Fellows Lake to Blackmun WTP 

Rare and Endangered Species: The alternate corridors in the 
portion of the project exhibit few listed species observations. B-1 and 
B-2 include 2 animal observations each. B-3 contains none. None of 
the corridors contain reported listed plants. None of the corridors 
includes natural communities suggesting presence of listed species. 

Cultural Resources: Cultural resource content varies 
considerably with B-1 containing 3 recorded archaeological sites, B-2 
with 14, and B-3 with 40. High archaeological site potential areas also 
vary with B-1 having around 2.96 square miles, B-2 with 5.93, and B-3 
with 6 .13. NRHP properties are discussed under formally classified 
areas. 

Formally Classified Areas: The only formally classified areas in 
the project corridors is the Pearson Creek Archaeological National 
Register of Historic Places District. B-1 a voids the district entirely, 
B-2 contains 0.50 square mile of the district, and B-3 incorporates 1.89 
square miles of the NRHP district. 

Potential Incompatible Construction Constraints: All three 
alternates are entirely within a karst topography setting. Sinks and 
catastrophic sink potential areas will have to be a concern during 
selection of any final variable width narrow construction corridor from 
Fellows Lake to Blackmun WTP. 

Potential Natural Areas: There are no significant or exceptional 
natural areas recorded within any of the three corridors. Each have 2 
notable areas which mean they are of local significance only. 

Incompatible Land Use Areas: B-1 and B-2 contain an active 
quarry which will have to be considered in final construction corridor 
determination should either corridor be selected. Both B-1 and B-2 
contain quality limestone formations with B-1 having 4. 51 square miles 
and B-2 having 3. 79 square miles. B-3 contains only O. 50 square mile 
of quality limestone deposits. B-2 and B-3 run through portions of the 
historic Pearson Creek mining district. While not presently active, 
future metal needs may result in reactivation of mining which might 
have an effect on the present project in terms of location. 

Hydrology : B-1 contains 0.19 square mile of floodplain, 1.63 mile 
length of river, and 7 . 00 miles length of small streams . B-2 has O . 30 
square mile of floodplain, 1. 63 square miles of river, and 15 .15 miles 
length of small streams. B-3 has 0 . 51 square mile of floodplain, 1.67 
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Table 6. 
Summary of Fellows Lake to Blackmun WTP Corridor Resources 

I Corridor B-1 Corridor B-2 Corridor il-3 

I Floodplain 0.19 0.30 0.51 
(aq. mile■) 

woodland 0.89 1.33 3.60 

I (sq. mile■) 

Cultivated Lands 9.66 8.97 11.31 

I 
(historic, sq.mi.) 

Prima Farmland 3.03 2.19 J.86 

(sq. aiilaa) 

I Staap Slope■ 0.46 1.19 l.JS 
(sq. miles) 

I 
Str'"am Langtha (milaa) 

Rivers l.63 l.63 1.67 
Others 7.00 15.15 13.95 

Karat Faaturaa 

I Caves ( #) 4 5 4 

Terrain all all all 

I 
Mining Area■ (past) 

Limestone 4.51 3.79 0.50 

(aq. milaa) 
Metals 1.52 3 . 03 2.02 

I 
Quarries (#) 1 l 0 

Urban Areas 4.51 3.79 a.so 
( sq. milaa) 

I Idanti!ied Potential 
Natural Areas (f) 

Significant 0 0 0 

I 
Exceptional 0 0 0 

Notable 2 2 2 
Undetermined 1 l 0 

Rejected 0 0 2 

I Federal & State Listed 
Plant 

Federal 0 0 0 

State 0 0 0 

I Animal 
Federal 2 2 0 

State 0 0 0 

I Cultural Resource a 

N"RHP ( sq. aiiles) 0 a.so l.89 
ASM Sites ( #) 3 14 40 

I 
High Potential 2.96 5.93 6.13 

TOTAL CORRIDOR LENGTH 10.98 11.17 15 . 90 

I 
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miles of river, and 13 . 95 miles length of small streams. All are located 
within a karst topography and losing streams are present in all in about 
the same percentage. There is little hydrological difference between 
the alternate corridors. 

Cultivated Cropland: Most of . the land within the Fellows Lake to 
Blackmun segment of the project is in grass, concrete, hay, and some 
small crop areas. This area is in an urban expansion area which has 
reduced importance of agricultural use of these lands. There would be 
minimal difference between the alternates in terms of cropland threat 
and prime soils/forest threat. 

Prime Forest Stands: See cultivated cropland. 

Prime and Unique Farmlands: See cultivated cropland. 

Erosion Potential: B-1 contains the least amount of steep slopes 
with 0.46 square mile. B-2 has 1.19 square miles of steep slopes and 
B-3 has 1.35 miles of steep slopes. Erosion would not be a major 
problem with the Fellows Lake to Blackmun segment of the project. 

Esthetics: This segment of the project includes an expanding 
urban zone which would not be subject to major esthetic problems with 
the placement of a buried water pipeline. 

Total Corridor Length: Corridor B-1 is the shortest corridor 
with 10.98 miles. B-2 is 11.17 miles long and B-3 is 15.90 miles long. 

Preliminary Environmental Considerations & Final Mile-Wide Corridor 
Selection 

Utilizing the same logic and decision making as that associated 
with the Stockton Lake to Fellows Lake alternate corridor selection, the 
least environmentally disruptive corridor would appear to be B-1. This 
corridor is shortest of1 the three and exhibits the fewest specific 
environmental constraints. A problem with B-1 may arise form presence 
of quarry activity. This would have to be a major consideration within 
the final construction corridor selection process 8:nd in consultation with 
quarry operators if they may be affected. The major problems with B-2 
and B-3 are incursions into a National Register district. If one of 
these alternates is selected the Section 106 process would have to be 
initiated which would very likely result in extensive archaeological 
mitigation through excavation as well as loss of valuable cultural 
resources within the PeaTson Creek Archaeological District. 
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SUMMARY 

The proposed City Utilities of Springfield Stockton Water Supply 
Project includes a macro-corridor study process which allows for 
evaluation of potential environmental constraints within a large area. 
Once known important and sensitive environmental characteristics are 
inventoried the process continues with selection of alternative mile-wide 
corridors within the macro-corridor area which contain lesser amounts of 
environmentally sensitive factors. The least environmentally disruptive 
alternative mile-wide corridor can then be chosen. The present 
document outlines the findings of the macro-corridor study and the 
mile-wide alternate corridor selection process from an environmental 
perspective. A subsequent study will evaluate more explicit 
environmental and social concerns for narrow variable width 
construction corridors within the selected mile-wide corridor. 

On the basis of review of literature, dCJcuments, federal and state 
agency requests for information, and interviews, a document outlining 
environmental/ setting characteristics of a 20 by 62. 50 km macro-corridor 
has been produced. Factors reviewed include geology, hydrology, 
soils, vegetation, land use, cultural resources, formally classified 
areas, natural communities/areas, climate, topography, demography, 
esthetics, and rare and endangered species. 

Once the known and estimated parameters for potential for these 
characteristics were designated on maps, three alternate mile-wide 
corridors were selected between Stockton Lake, the water supply, to 
Fellows Lake and three alternate mile-wide corridors were selected 
between Fellows Lake and Blackmun WTP which exhibited potential to 
contain potential varying width narrow construction corridors. On the 
basis of amounts, numbers, and degree of potential for the 
environmental constraints in each corridor, one corridor from each of 
the two segments was chosen as the least environmentally threatening. 
Corridor S-3 or S-2 appear to be the best candidates between Stockton 
Lake and Fellows Lake and corridor B-1 is estimated to be the most 
appropriate candidate between Fellows Lake and Blackmun WTP. 

On the basis of the present study, it is apparent that the major 
potential environmental concerns will be associated with rare and 
endangered plants and prehistoric cultural resources. 
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Greg Fox 

Lee Gilliard 

Roger Grosser 

Jim Henry 

Ken Lucias 

Kenneth Thomson 
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Steve Weithman 

Michael Weichman 

PERSONAL CONTACTS & INTERVIEWS 

Agency Subject 

Corps of Engineers Stockton environment 

Dept. of Conservation Timber resources 

Dept. of Conservation Rare & Endangered 
Species 

Dept. of Conservation Rare & Endangered 
Species 

Archaeology Survey of Archaeological resources 
Missouri 

Department of Natural Architectural resources 
Resources 

Corps of Engineers Archaeological resources 

Dept. of Conservation Natural history 

Corps of Engineers Stockton cultural 
resources 

Southwest Missouri 
State University 

Southwest Missouri 
State University 

Endangered plants 

Endangered plants 

Dept. of Conservation Water resources and 
Niangua Darter 

Dept. of Natural Cultural resources and 
Resources compliance 
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